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Product code: DKO 50 ml
nr of pieces in a pack 25
nr of items on a layer 1000
nr of pieces on a pallet 5000

High-strength, multipurpose adhesive that bonds on 
contact with no need for clamping or support. It has the 
power to bond most types of materials, making it ideal for 
a wide range of DIY tasks and household repairs.

The product is intended for cold gluing:
rubber | leather (belt, handbag, saddle) | fabrics | wood | cork

It can be used to glue footwear.

USE:

PRODUCT FEATURES: PRODUCT FEATURES: PRODUCT FEATURES:

Professional, super-strong adhesive for cold bonding leather, 
rubber and various types of plastics, without the need for 
thermal activation. It has a high resistance to compression 
and bending.

The product is intended for gluing:
natural and artificial leather | rubber | PVC | polyurethane 
soles

It can be used both in the footwear industry as well as in 
shoemaking workshops and households.

USE:

waterproof waterproof waterproof

aging 
resistant

interior 
& exterior fast-setting

flexible flexible flexible

interior 
& exterior

pre-setting
time

high
adhesion

Professional, easy-to use-glue, characterized by a very 
high adhesion to metal and rubber surfaces. Creates  
a strong & elastic joint resistant to weather conditions and 
temperature.

The product is intended for joining metal with:
rubber | microgum

Perfect for repairing leaking hoses and rubber pipes as well 
as bicycle tubes.

USE:

Product code: DKB 50 ml 200 ml 500 ml 750 ml 5 L 200 L
nr of pieces in a pack 25 6 12 8 1 1
nr of items on a layer 1000 252 120 56 24 1
nr of pieces on a pallet 5000 1512 600 560 72 1

Product code: DKG 50 ml
nr of pieces in a pack 25
nr of items on a layer 1000
nr of pieces on a pallet 5000

Efficiency: strongly depends on the type of substrate. Efficiency: strongly depends on the type of substrate. Efficiency: 2-3 m²/L depending on the surface.

CONTACT ADHESIVE SHOE ADHESIVE RUBBER ADHESIVE
contact contact

YELLOW TRANSPARENT YELLOW

 20 
 min.
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PRODUCT FEATURES: PRODUCT FEATURES:

waterproof waterproof

interior 
& exterior fast-setting

flexible durable

very
durable

thermal 
resistant

Easy-to-use, reliable adhesive for cold bonding natural 
leather and rubber. The hardened joint is highly flexible, 
very durable and also resistant to aging and water.

The product is intended for gluing:
cold, natural leather | rubber | felt

It can be used for gluing the veneers of table tennis rackets 
and footwear.

USE:

Adhesive for gluing PVC elements. Creates a hard, 
waterproof joint. It does not contain toluene. After drying, 
it has the same structure as the glued materials. Fills small
cavities.

The product is intended for gluing PVC products and:
assembly and repair of installations, PVC cables | sealing 
PVC connections

USE:

A polymer, paste-like, fast-setting adhesive. Very durable 
and flexible, it does not cause discoloration. It does not 
contain petroleum solvents.

The product is intended for gluing:
wood | wood-like materials | sponges | paper | cardboard | 
fabrics | felt | carpet flooring | natural and artificial stones 
| ceramics | glazes | cork | metal for common mineral 
substrates
One of the surfaces to be glued must be porous.

USE:

Professional, super-strong adhesives for cold gluing various 
types of plastics, without the need for a hardener or thermal 
activation.

The product is intended for repair of:
phone cases | computers | electric tools | household 
appliances | other elements made of PMMA (plexiglass), 
ABS, PVC, non-foamed PS, etc.

USE:

PRODUCT FEATURES: PRODUCT FEATURES:

waterproof
moisture 
resistance

drying
time

petroleum 
solvents-free

interior 
& exterior fllexible

thermal 
resistant

thermal 
resistant

Product code: DKSK 50 ml
nr of pieces in a pack 25
nr of items on a layer 1000
nr of pieces on a pallet 5000

Product code: DKPCW 50 ml 5 L
nr of pieces in a pack 25 1
nr of items on a layer 1000 24
nr of pieces on a pallet 5000 72

Product code: DKPL 50 ml
nr of pieces in a pack 25
nr of items on a layer 1000
nr of pieces on a pallet 5000

Product code: DKUG 50 ml
nr of pieces in a pack 25
nr of items on a layer 1000
nr of pieces on a pallet 5000

Efficiency: 2-3 m²/L. Efficiency: 2-5 m²/L. Efficiency: 2-5 m²/L. Efficiency: 1-2 m²/L.

- on request

LEATHER ADHESIVE PVC ADHESIVE
contact

TRANSPARENTSTRAW

UNIVERSAL ADHESIVE
thick

BEIGE

PLASTIC ADHESIVE

TRANSPARENT

 

+70°C

   -20°C

+70°C

  -20°C

+60°C

SOLVENT FREE

 30 
 min.
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A polymer, high-performance adhesive with a wide 
range of applications in finishing and repair tasks. Creates  
a waterproof, flexible joint. The resulting joint, after drying, 
is resistant to temperatures from -20ºC to +60ºC.

Modern, easy-to-use, quick-drying adhesive. Creates  
a transparent, waterproof and flexible joint. Designed for 
sticking elements inside rooms, made of polystyrene.

The product is intended for gluing:
polystyrene | glazes | ceramics | glass | wood with each 
other and in various combinations | wood-based materials 
| carpet flooring | artificial leather for concrete, cement-lime, 
gypsum, plaster and brick substrates

One of the surfaces to be glued must be porous.

The product is intended for joining: 
polystyrene | elements made of polystyrene: ceiling coffers | 
decorative strips | decorative panels | sponge | polyurethane 
foam

USE: USE:

PRODUCT FEATURES: PRODUCT FEATURES:

waterproof waterproof

pre-drying
time

drying
time

interior 
& exterior

interior 
& exterior

flexible flexible

High-quality spray adhesive, popular with professional 
flooring contractors. A fast track adhesive with a variable 
spray pattern for maximum control and economy provides 
permanent bonds. It is ideal for applications where 
conventional adhesives may be difficult to apply. 

The product is intended for gluing:
materials used in the upholstery industry, e.g. fabrics, 
fibrous materials, jute, foams | cardboard | cork | leather 
| rubber with each other and for materials made of wood, 
concrete, ceramics and etc.

USE:

PRODUCT FEATURES:

waterproof

small
absorbability

interior 
& exterior

easy  
to apply

PRODUCT FEATURES:

organic  
solvents-free

interior

flexible

non-toxic 

The adhesive is intended for all works and creative games, 
such as scrapbooking, hand-made cards and for gluing book 
spines. It perfectly combines both flexible and hard surfaces. 
It does not contain organic solvents.

The product is intended for gluing:
paper | cardboard box | card stock | fabrics | cork | puzzle 
pieces | for decoupage on wood | models of wood and paper

It is suitable for bonding paper and cardboard with various 
films, e.g. polyvinyl chloride, polyurethane and polystyrene.

USE:

Product code: DKH 200 ml
nr of pieces in a pack 10
nr of items on a layer 240
nr of items on a pallet 1920

Product code: DKP 50 ml
nr of pieces in a pack 25
nr of items on a layer 1000
nr of items on a pallet 5000

Product code: DKSG 200 ml 500 ml 750 ml
nr of pieces in a pack 10 10 10
nr of items on a layer 240 100 100
nr of items on a pallet 1920 600 400

Product code: DKUK 500 ml
nr of pieces in a pack 12
nr of items on a layer 192
nr of items on a pallet 1152

Product code: DKU 50 ml 200 ml 500 ml 750 ml 3 L 5 L 9,5 L
nr of pieces in a pack 25 10 10 10 1 1 1
nr of items on a layer 1000 240 100 100 24 18 11
nr of items on a pallet 5000 1920 600 400 120 72 44

Efficiency: 4-6 m²/L. Efficiency: 4-6 m²/L.Efficiency: 3-10 m²/L. Efficiency: highly dependent on the type of substrate.

UNIVERSAL ADHESIVE POLYSTYRENE ADHESIVE
polymer polymer

MULTI-PURPOSE
contact

TRANSPARENTTRANSPARENT TRANSPARENT

HOBBY ADHESIVE
for paper

TRANSPARENT AFTER DRYING

SPRAY ADHESIVE

SOLVENT FREE

 1 h 1 h
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drying
time

odourless

FL
OO

R 
SY

ST
EM

Professional, free from aromatic solvents, water-free 
and fast-setting adhesive. Creates a flexible joint. It is 
characterized by good stability and high mechanical 
strength. It does not cause discoloration and “swelling” 
of glued wood.

The product is intended for gluing:
parquet floor | mix parquet | mosaic parquet | industrial 
parquet made of traditional and exotic wood | three-layer 
board | floors sensitive to absorption of moisture

USE:

PRODUCT FEATURES:

very 
durable

no 
discoloration

interior

waterproof

A ready-to-use product with proven effectiveness. It does 
not contain organic solvents that could damage the floor 
covering. Creates durable, flexible joints.

Product intended for bonding textile floor coverings to:
cement substrate | plasterboard | cementlime | fibreboards, 
chipboards and other common substrates in construction 

It can also be used for gluing plastic floor tiles.

USE:

PRODUCT FEATURES:

flexible

organic  
solvents-free

interior

thermal 
resistant

PRODUCT FEATURES:PRODUCT FEATURES:

efficientefficient

A very effective product, best used with “Parquet System” 
set, which consists of Parquet Adhesive - Synthetic and 
Parquet Adhesive Primer.

The primer creates a colorless, flexible layer that strengthens 
the absorbency of the substrate and strengthens the 
substrate to the depth of penetration. For indoor use.

The product is intended for:
cleaning dirty tools | removal of residual adhesives and 
lubricants

Product intended for grounding:
porous and absorbent surfaces before using DRAGON 
“Parquet Adhesive” to increase the cohesion of the substrate

USE:USE:

colorlesscolorless

Product code: DKPS 1 kg 5 kg 15 kg 25 kg
nr of pieces in a pack 8 1 1 1
nr of items on a layer 56 33 11 11
nr of items on a pallet 560 165 33 33

Product code: DRKPS 500 ml ME
nr of pieces in a pack 20
nr of items on a layer 120
nr of items on a pallet 960

Product code: DGKPS 2,5 L
nr of pieces in a pack 4
nr of items on a layer 24
nr of items on a pallet 216

Product code: DKW 1 kg 3 kg 6 kg 12 kg
nr of pieces in a pack 12 1 1 1
nr of items on a layer 96 24 20 11
nr of items on a pallet 384 120 100 44
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cleans
perfectly

odourless

Efficiency: 0,8 - 1,5 m²/kg. Efficiency: < 6 m2/L. Efficiency: strongly depends on the type of substrate.

DARK BEIGE TRANSPARENTTRANSPARENT BEIGE

PARQUET ADHESIVE
synthetic

CARPET ADHESIVESOLVENT PARQUETPRIMER PARQUET
ADHESIVEADHESIVE

 

+60°C

 2 h SOLVENT FREE
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A professional product for cold gluing of wood. Creates a 
colorless, durable, moisture-resistant (class D2), flexible 
joint. It does not contain organic solvents.

The product is waterproof in class D3. For indoor use in places 
exposed to short-term action of water and characterized by 
high humidity, and outside in places not exposed to direct 
and long-term contact with water.

One-component adhesive with D4 class water resistance, 
great for gluing even wet wood. It hardens by reacting 
with moisture in wood and air. Creates an elastic joint, 
resistant to temperatures ranging from -40°C to +80°C.

Product intended for gluing:
wood | chipboard | plywood | blockboards | other wood-
-like materials with each other and with selected plastics 
and fabrics

It can be used for gluing paper.

Product intended for cold and hot gluing:
wood | blockboards | chipboard | plywood | wood-based 
materials

Perfect for gluing kitchen and bathroom countertops.

The product is intended for gluing:
all types of wood | chipboard | blockboards

For use in places exposed to direct contact with water, i.e. 
garden architecture.

organic  
solvents-free

organic  
solvents-free flexible

pre-setting
time

pre-setting
time

pre-setting
time

interior
interior 
& exterior

interior 
& exterior

flexible waterproof
thermal 
resistant

TRANSPARENT AFTER DRYING TRANSPARENT AFTER DRYING AMBER

Product code: DKDD3 200 ml 500 ml 750 ml
nr of pieces in a pack 10 10 10
nr of items on a layer 240 100 100
nr of items on a pallet 1920 600 400

Product code: DKDD4 200 ml
nr of pieces in a pack 6
nr of items on a layer 252
nr of items on a pallet 1512

Product code: DKDR 50 ml 200 ml 500 ml 750 ml 3 kg 5 kg 10 kg
nr of pieces in a pack 25 10 10 10 1 1 1
nr of items on a layer 1000 240 100 100 24 18 11
nr of items on a pallet 5000 1920 600 400 120 72 44

WATERPROOF
IN THE HIGHEST

CLASS D4

SALE OUT
TO DEEP

USE: USE:

PRODUCT FEATURES: PRODUCT FEATURES: PRODUCT FEATURES:

USE:

Efficiency: 4-10 m²/L. Efficiency: 5-11 m²/L. Efficiency: 2-6 m²/L.

WOOD ADHESIVE WOOD ADHESIVE WOOD ADHESIVE
fast curingstandard ultra-waterproof

D2 D3 D4

  -40°C

+80°C

 25 
 min.

 15 
 min.

 20 
 min.

SOLVENT FREE

SOLVENT FREE
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VICAR FAST CURING ULTRA-WATERPROOF

Waterproof class D2 D3 D4

Place of use interior interior/ exterior interior/ exterior

Use example

wooden furniture
handrails and stairs
decorative elements

wooden models

kitchen and bathroom furniture
railings

interior windows and doors
wood joints

exterior windows and doors
garden architecture

elements of boats and yachts construction
wooden house facade

Pre-setting time 20 minutes 15 minutes 25 minutes

Full endurance 24 h 24 h 24 h

Efficiency* 4-10 m2/L 5-11 m2/L 2-6 m2/L

Color of adhesive white white amber

Color after drying transparent transparent beige

Smell mild mild mild

Raw material water-dilutable water-dilutable polyurethane

Type of packaging blister, tube, PET bottle, HDPE
container, HDPE bucket blister, PET bottle blister, metal can

Capacity 20 ml, 50 ml, 200 ml, 500 ml,
750 ml, 3 kg, 5 kg, 10 kg 40 ml, 200 ml, 500 ml, 750 ml 40 ml, 200 ml

*depending on the type and porosity of the bonded surfaces
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Cyanoacrylate adhesive for universal use. Available as both a 
metal tube and a plastic bottle with an applicator, providing 
super easy, clean and controlled dispensing of the glue. 

Product is intended for minor repairs, for immediate 
bonding of:
ceramics | plastic | wood | rubber | leather | metal

High-quality, flexible adhesive based on modified polymers 
with sealing properties. It is characterized by high bond 
strength. Resistant to weather conditions and molds.

Has excellent grip to most materials:
zinc | galvanized steel | stainless steel | natural stone | 
concrete | brick | glazed ceramics | wood | laminate | glass | 
various types of synthetic materials, etc.
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moisture 
resistant sealing

durable
high bond
strength

interior 
& exterior

interior 
& exterior

for minor 
repairs

grip
in 5 seconds

Ready-to-use, paste-like adhesive for finishing tasks in 
construction with excellent initial grip to typical substrates. 
Creates a durable transparent joint. It does not contain 
organic solvents.

Product intended for gluing elements made of:
wood | metal | ceramics | glass | wood-like materials | cork 
| PVC | polystyrene | polyurethane and others

It can be used for sticking to all common substrates used in 
construction. The substrate must be porous.

moisture 
resistant

very
strong

interior 
& exterior

liquid 
nail

Product code: DKC 2 g 6 ml
nr of pieces in a pack 24 12
nr of items on a layer 2304 360
nr of items on a pallet 11520 2520

Product code: DKMF 20 ml
nr of pieces in a pack 12
nr of items on a layer 360
nr of items on a pallet 2520

Product code: DKHP 20 g
nr of pieces in a pack 12
nr of items on a layer 360
nr of items on a pallet 2520

Universal glue in the form of a gel. Thanks to its consistency, 
it is easy to apply, does not run off and can be used even on 
vertical surfaces. Creates a flexible joint.

Product intended for gluing:
rubber | natural leather | artificial leather | textiles | felt | 
ceramics | glass | wood | cork

A necessary product in every household.

waterproof

flexible

interior 
& exterior

no dripping

Product code: DKKP 20 ml
nr of pieces in a pack 12
nr of items on a layer 360
nr of items on a pallet 2520

USE: USE:

PRODUCT FEATURES: PRODUCT FEATURES: PRODUCT FEATURES:

USE: USE:

PRODUCT FEATURES:

ULTRA FAST GLUE 10 SEC. DRAGON POWER 
cyanoacrylate - instant HYBRID GLUE

FIX STRONG GLUE
assembly

TRANSPARENT AFTER DRYING WHITE OR TRANSPARENTTRANSPARENT 

CONTACT POWER GLUE

MILKY AFTER DRYING

ALL 

IN
 O

N
E

 5 sek.
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Two-component epoxy adhesive of excellent quality with a 
universal spectrum of action. Resistant to water, oils, most 
chemicals and cleaning agents.

Product intended for gluing: 
metal | ceramics | porcelain | rock minerals | concrete 
elements | polystyrene | plastics e.g. laminates | polyester 
plastics, bakelites

Useful when repairing fixtures and sanitary equipment, 
repairing jewelry and decorations, attaching glass holders, 
gluing advertisements, inscriptions, etc.

waterproof

can be 
processed

interior 
& exterior

pre-set
time

Product code: DKEP 2 x15 ml
nr of pieces in a pack 12
nr of items on a layer 312
nr of items on a pallet 2184

A polymer, high-performance adhesive with a wide range 
of applications. Creates a waterproof, flexible joint.

Product intended for gluing:
polystyrene | glazes | ceramics | glass | wood with each 
other and in various combinations | woodbased materials | 
carpet flooring | artificial leather

At least one of the surfaces to be glued must be porous.

waterproof

many
uses

interior 
& exterior

flexible

Super strong two-component adhesive. Creates hard welds 
that do not shrink, stretch or deform. After hardening, it can 
be processed mechanically.

Product intended for gluing:
metal | ceramics | wood | porcelain | rock minerals | concrete 
elements | polystyrene | rubber | synthetic materials

Useful when repairing fixtures and sanitary equipment, 
repairing jewelry and decorations, attaching glass holders,
gluing advertisements, inscriptions, blends, etc.

very
fast

permanent
binding

interior 
& exterior

two-component

Strong, two-component adhesive for joining metals. Useful 
for repairing cracks in metal bodies and for bonding metal 
to non-metal parts.

Product intended for gluing:
steel | iron | cast iron | aluminum | metal alloys | some 
plastics, etc.

Useful for embedding bearing journals, filling slight cavities 
in metal parts, etc.

very
fast

durable

interior 
& exterior

two-component

Product code: DKUP 20 ml
nr of pieces in a pack 12
nr of items on a layer 360
nr of items on a pallet 2520

Product code: DKEUM 2x3 ml 2x12,5 ml
nr of pieces in a pack 12 12
nr of items on a layer 600 336
nr of items on a pallet 4800 2016

Product code: DKEM 2x12,5 ml
nr of pieces in a pack 12
nr of items on a layer 336
nr of items on a pallet 2016

EAEASSYY
TTO USEO USE

EAEASSYY
TTO USEO USE

USE:

PRODUCT FEATURES:

USE:

PRODUCT FEATURES:PRODUCT FEATURES:PRODUCT FEATURES:

USE:USE:

EPOXY POWER GLUE
epoxide

TRANSPARENT AFTER DRYING

CLEAR POWER GLUE
polymer

TRANSPARENT TRANSPARENT AFTER DRYING GREY AFTER DRYING

EPOXY GLUE 5 MIN.
universal 

EPOXY GLUE METAL

ALL 

IN
 O

N
E

 1 h

 5 min.  15 
 min.
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High-quality, moisture-resistant (EN 204 D2) white-wood 
glue for indoor use. Dries transparent. For bonding and 
laminating of practically all hard, soft and exotic types of 
wood.

High-quality, water-resistant (EN 204 D3) wood glue for 
indoor and outdoor use. Dries transparent. It provides a 
high strength, very resistant bond that is usually stronger 
than the wood itself.

Product intended for gluing:
wood | chipboard | plywood | blockboards | woodbased 
materials with each other and with selected plastics and 
fabrics

It can be used for gluing paper.

Product intended for gluing:
wood | blockboards | chipboard | plywood | other wood-
based materials

It can be used for gluing kitchen and bathroom countertops.

moisture 
resistant waterproof

flexible
strong
bonding

interior
interior 
& exterior

pre-setting
time

pre-setting
time

One-component adhesive with D4 class water resistance. 
It is great for gluing even wet wood. It hardens by reacting 
with moisture in wood and air. Creates an elastic joint, 
resistant to temperatures ranging from -40°C to +80°C.

Product intended for gluing:
all types of wood | chipboard | blockboards and etc. 

For use in places exposed to direct contact with water, i.e. 
garden architecture.

waterproof

pre-setting
time

interior 
& exterior

thermal 
resistant

Product code: DKDR 20 ml
nr of pieces in a pack 12
nr of items on a layer 360
nr of items on a pallet 2520

Product code: DKDD3 40 ml
nr of pieces in a pack 12
nr of items on a layer 420
nr of items on a pallet 2940

Product code: DKDD4 40 ml
nr of pieces in a pack 12
nr of items on a layer 420
nr of items on a pallet 2940

USE: USE:

PRODUCT FEATURES: PRODUCT FEATURES: PRODUCT FEATURES:

USE:

Product intended for filling cracks, holes, repairing concrete 
surfaces, tanks, drums, sealing containers and repairing 
leaks. It is also used to attach hooks to walls.

Product intended for:
filling cracks and holes | repair of concrete surfaces | repairs 
of tanks and drums | sealing containers | repairing leaks | 
attaching hooks to walls

waterproof

very
fast

for quick 
repairs

can be 
processed

GREY

Product code: DPEN 56 g
nr of pieces in a pack 10
nr of items on a layer 360
nr of items on a pallet 2160

USE:

PRODUCT FEATURES:

TRANSPARENT AFTER DRYING TRANSPARENT AFTER DRYING

WOOD GLUE WOOD GLUE
fast curing D3D2

WOOD GLUE
waterproof D4

AMBER

EPOXY REPAIR STICK
remedial

EAEASSYY
TTO USEO USE

  -40°C

+80°C

 25 
 min.

 15 
 min.

 20 
 min.

 10 
 min.
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Polyurethane adhesive for bonding soft PVC and artificial 
leather. Creates a very strong, waterproof joint, resistant to 
temperatures in the range -20ºC to +80ºC.

Product intended for:
bonding soft PVC | artificial leather | repair of inflatable 
boats, mattresses, swimming pools, PVC umbrellas, tents, 
belts, shower curtains, etc.

flexible

waterproof

interior 
& exterior

thermal 
resistant

Product code: DKVI 20 ml
nr of pieces in a pack 12
nr of items on a layer 360
nr of items on a pallet 2520

Very durable glue with fast bonding, for different types of 
plastics. It is suitable for use with most plastic types, making 
it versatile and ideal for a variety of applications. Once dry, 
the results are water resistant and long lasting.

Product intended for repair:
phone cases | computers | electric tools | household 
appliances | bonding PVC pipes | gutters | other elements 
made of PMMA (plexiglass), ABS, PVC, non-foamed PS, etc.

Fast-setting, super-durable, polymer adhesive for bonding 
PVC elements. Creates a hard, waterproof joint. After drying, 
the resulting joint is resistant to temperatures up to +70ºC. 
It does not contain toluene.

Product intended for repair:
phone cases | computers | electric tools | household 
appliances | bonding PVC pipes | gutters | other elements 
made of PMMA (plexiglass), ABS, PVC, non-foamed PS, etc.

fast curingwaterproof

waterproof

interior 
& exterior

interior 
& exterior

thermal 
resistant

super
strong

thermal 
resistant

Superior, no mess glue that easily and permanently repairs 
all types of footwear. Great for applications requiring high 
flexibility. It dries to a waterproof and flexible joint, so it 
will repair waders and boots without breaking or cracking.

product intended for cold gluing:
natural leather | synthetic leather | rubber | polyurethane 
soles

waterproof

very
durable

high
flexibility

thermal 
resistant

TRANSPARENT TRANSPARENT TRANSPARENT

Product code: DKPL 20 ml
nr of pieces in a pack 12
nr of items on a layer 360
nr of items on a pallet 2520

Product code: DKPCW 20 ml
nr of pieces in a pack 12
nr of items on a layer 360
nr of items on a pallet 2520

Product code: DKO 20 ml
nr of pieces in a pack 12
nr of items on a layer 360
nr of items on a pallet 2520

USE:

PRODUCT FEATURES:

USE:

PRODUCT FEATURES: PRODUCT FEATURES:PRODUCT FEATURES:

USE:USE:

TRANSPARENT

VINYL GLUE
polyurethane

PLASTIC GLUE
polymer

PVC GLUE
polymer

SHOE GLUE
polyurethane

  -20°C

+80°C



  -20°C

+70°C

  -20°C

+80°C

  

+70°C
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Easy-to-use, quick-setting, solvent-based adhesive. It is 
characterized by very high adhesion to rubber and metal. 
It creates an exceptionally strong, durable, waterproof and 
flexible joint. It does not stain the connected elements.

Adhesive intended for any task and creative games such as 
scrapbooking, hand-made cards and for gluing book spines. 
Works perfectly on both flexible and hard surfaces. It does 
not contain organic solvents.

Product is intended for joining metal with:
rubber | with microgum

For use in car, shoemaker, tailor, household and construction 
workshops.

Product intended for gluing:
paper | cardboard box | card stock | fabrics | cork | puzzle 
pieces | for decoupage on wood

It is suitable for bonding paper and cardboard with various 
films, e.g. polyvinyl chloride, polyurethane and polystyrene.

waterproof
moisture 
resistant

flexible
for
DIY

interior 
& exterior interior

high
adhesion non-toxic

Easy-to-use, quick-setting, solvent-based contact adhesive. 
Creates very durable, flexible joints resistant to water.

Product is intended for cold gluing:
rubber | leather (belt, handbag, saddle) | fabrics | wood | cork

It can be used to glue footwear.

resistant to
the aging
process

flexible

interior 
& exterior

waterproof

YELLOW YELLOW TRANSPARENT AFTER DRYING

Product code: DKB 20 ml
nr of pieces in a pack 12
nr of items on a layer 360
nr of items on a pallet 2520

Product code: DKGM 20 ml
nr of pieces in a pack 12
nr of items on a layer 360
nr of items on a pallet 2520

Product code: DKH 20 ml
nr of pieces in a pack 12
nr of items on a layer 360
nr of items on a pallet 2520

USE: USE:

PRODUCT FEATURES: PRODUCT FEATURES: PRODUCT FEATURES:

USE:

Professional glue, easy to use, very flexible, fast-acting, 
based on natural rubber and solvent. Provides a flexible 
and weatherproof bond. It is ideal for making long lasting 
and flexible repairs to leather or imitation leather items.

product intended for cold gluing:
leather (e.g. belt, handbag, saddle) | rubber | felt

It can be used to glue footwear.

flexible

waterproof

interior 
& exterior

pre-setting
time

STRAW

Product code: DKSK 20 ml
nr of pieces in a pack 12
nr of items on a layer 360
nr of items on a pallet 2520

USE:

PRODUCT FEATURES:

HOBBY GLUE
for small household fix

CONTACT GLUE RUBBER / METAL GLUE
contact

LEATHER GLUE
contact

 1 h
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BRUSH

IN A BOTTLE
BRUSH

IN A BOTTLE

Professional adhesive intended for joining rubber, leather, 
textiles, felt, ceramics, wood, cork, some plastics, etc. The 
resulting joint is resistant to temperatures ranging from 
-40°C to +70°C.

Product is intended for joining:
rubber | leather | textiles | felt | ceramics | wood | cork | 
some plastics, etc.

waterproof

thermal 
resistant

interior 
& exterior

flexible

YELLOW

Product code: DKG 20 ml
nr of pieces in a pack 12
nr of items on a layer 360
nr of items on a pallet 2520

A paste-like adhesive designed for materials operating at 
very high temperatures: up to + 1000ºC. Resistant to dilute 
acids, water and exhaust fumes. It is characterized by high 
adhesion.

Product is intended for:
sealing and repairing exhaust systems in motor vehicles | 
for repairing and sealing damaged brick, concrete, ceramic 
or metal pipes intended for the evacuation of flue gases 
and liquids

thermal
resistant

moisture 
resistant

interior 
& exterior

high
adhesion

Ideal for the quick, simple and clean removal of paper labels 
and stickers. It completely neutralizes the glue without 
leaving any traces or damaging the surface under the label 
and sticker.

Product intended for:
sticker removal | tapes | paper labels made of metal, glass, 
porcelain, wood, plastic, rubber and leather

It can also be used to remove vignettes from car windows.

quick
in action

ready
to use

interior 
& exterior

no VOC

Enamel Fix able to repair and restore damaged baths, 
sanitaryware and kitchen appliances by making near 
invisible and permanent repairs to chips and scratches. This 
white enamel paint has been specially designed to give a 
durable and long-lasting gloss finish on a range of surfaces.

Product designed to repair small defects and cracks on 
enamel surfaces:
bathtubs | paddling pools | washing machines | refrigerators 
| stoves and etc.

water 
and chemicals
resistant

excellent 
coverage

drying
time

high
gloss

GREY COLORLESS WHITE

Product code: DKT 40 ml
nr of pieces in a pack 12
nr of items on a layer 420
nr of items on a pallet 2940

Product code: DZN 25 ml
nr of pieces in a pack 12
nr of items on a layer 360
nr of items on a pallet 2520

Product code: DEZ 25 ml
nr of pieces in a pack 12
nr of items on a layer 360
nr of items on a pallet 2520

USE:

PRODUCT FEATURES:

USE:

PRODUCT FEATURES: PRODUCT FEATURES:PRODUCT FEATURES:

USE:USE:

RUBBER GLUE
contact

HEAT RESISTANT GLUE
silicate

STICKER REMOVER ENAMEL FIX

  -40°C

+70°C

 

+1000°C

 15 
 min.

 30 
 min.



EKSTRA

STRONG

Ready-to-use paste-like glue. Intended for finishing jobs in 
construction. It is characterized by excellent initial adhesion 
to typical substrates.

Product intended for bonding:
wood | metal | ceramics | glass | wood-like materials | cork 
| PVC | polystyrene | polyurethane and others | for sticking 
to all typical substrates used in construction where at least 
one of the glued surfaces must be porous and absorbent

High-quality, 100% solvent-free transparent adhesive –  
a sealant with a neutral curing system. Dedicated to 
the fixing and gluing of mirrors and glass mosaics. Its 
consistency and color mean that it can also be used to seal 
the edges of mirrors. Very elastic in all conditions. 

Product intended for fixing:
all types of mirrors | mirror mosaic | decorative glass for mineral 
(plaster, concrete, cement and gypsum boards) | wood-like (OSB, 
MDF) | glass and ceramic (ceramic tiles, gres) substrates

It can be used to grout the edges of mirrors.

WHITE and TRANSPARENTWHITE and TRANSPARENT TRANSPARENT

durability
no 
discoloration

liquid 
nail waterproof

interior 
& exterior interior

waterproof flexible

Adhesive intended for joining finishing and decorative 
elements to various substrates in construction. Does not 
stain glued surfaces. Perfect for sensitive materials. After 
hardening, it can be painted.

Product intended for gluing elements made of:
ceramics | glazes | terracotta | natural and artificial stones 
| wood-like materials | cork | polystyrene | coverings for 
typical substrates used in construction

MO
NT

AG
E  

AD
HE

SIV
ES

WHITE

for sensitive
materials

durable

interior 
& exterior

waterproof

High-quality, fast-setting, flexible adhesive based 
on modified polymers with sealing properties. It is 
characterized by high bond strength. Resistant to weather 
conditions and molds. It can even be used on damp surfaces.

Excellent adhesion to most materials:
zinc | galvanized steel | stainless steel | natural stone | concrete | 
brick | glazed ceramics | wood | laminate | glass | various types of 
synthetic materials, etc.
The product is intended for bonding: porous and non-porous 
materials used in construction, engineering, automotive, 
shipbuilding, etc.

UV 
resistant

super
strong

interior 
& exterior

repositionable

Product code: DKMF-white/transparent 280 ml
nr of pieces in a pack 8
nr of items on a layer 240
nr of items on a pallet 1440

Product code: DKMFS-white 140 ml
nr of pieces in a pack 15
nr of items on a layer 450
nr of items on a pallet 2250

Product code: DKMPH 290 ml
nr of pieces in a pack 9
nr of items on a layer 216
nr of items on a pallet 1296

Product code: DKSLU 280 ml
nr of pieces in a pack 8
nr of items on a layer 240
nr of items on a pallet 1440

Product code: DKMCBD 280 ml
nr of pieces in a pack 8
nr of items on a layer 240
nr of items on a pallet 1440

USE: USE:

PRODUCT FEATURES: PRODUCT FEATURES:

USE:

PRODUCT FEATURES:PRODUCT FEATURES:

USE:

Efficiency: 1-2 m2/L. Efficiency: 1,5-3 m2/L. Efficiency: 1-2 m2/L. Efficiency: 1,5-3 m2/L.

FIX STRONG ADHESIVE
montage

MIRROR ADHESIVE
montage

CONSTRUCTION ADHESIVE
montage

DRAGON POWER 
ADHESIVE
montage

70kg
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Professional, organic solvent-free, fast-setting adhesive. It 
is characterized by very good adhesion to the substrate and 
high strength parameters. Creates a flexible joint. Does not 
cause discoloration of the wood.

Ready-to-use, paste-like adhesive for bonding most metals 
to a variety of porous substrates. Convenient to use, durable 
and resistant to weather conditions.

Product intended for gluing:
skirting boards | angles | quarter rounds | thresholds | 
ornamental elements | coffers of wood and other wood-
like materials | mineral wool

For all standard construction substrates.

Product intended for gluing:
ceramic tiles | decorative elements of metal, stone, glass 
and ceramics | wall panels | plastic plates | window sills | 
thresholds | plaster

BEIGE BEIGE

doesn’t 
discolor
wood

UV 
resistant

very good
adhesion waterproof

interior
interior 
& exterior

flexible
vibration 
resistance

Ready-to-use paste-like glue. It creates a moisture-
resistant, durable and flexible joint with excellent adhesion 
to all common substrates in construction. It does not stain 
glued surfaces and fills small unevenness.

The product is intended for gluing:
wooden slats | window sills | cork | thresholds | decorative 
elements of various materials | chipboard | fibreboards | 
composite panels etc.

TRANSPARENT AFTER DRYING

waterproof

paintable

interior 
& exterior

flexible

Ready-to-use paste-like glue. It is characterized by excellent 
initial adhesion to typical substrates in construction. It does 
not contain organic solvents.

Product is intended for gluing finishing and decorative 
elements such as:
coffers | rosettes | polystyrene strips and boards for all 
common mineral substrates used in construction

It can be used for gluing panels and polystyrene insulation 
wallpapers.

WHITE

paintable

flexible

interior

perfect
adhesion

Product code: DKMSKR 280 ml 1,5 kg 4,5 kg
nr of pieces in a pack 8 12 1
nr of items on a layer 240 96 24
nr of items on a pallet 1440 384 120

Product code: DKLI 280 ml
nr of pieces in a pack 8
nr of items on a layer 240
nr of items on a pallet 1440

Product code: DKMDK 280 ml
nr of pieces in a pack 8
nr of items on a layer 240
nr of items on a pallet 1440

Product code: DKMMK 280 ml
nr of pieces in a pack 8
nr of items on a layer 240
nr of items on a pallet 1440

USE:

PRODUCT FEATURES:

USE:

PRODUCT FEATURES:PRODUCT FEATURES:PRODUCT FEATURES:

USE:USE:

Efficiency: 1,5 m²/L Efficiency: 1-2 m2/L. Efficiency: 1-2 m2/L.Efficiency: 1,5-3 m2/L.

SKIRTING ADHESIVE HEAVY ADHESIVE
montage montage

WOOD ADHESIVE
montagemontage

POLYSTYRENE ADHESIVE
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Grammage 290 ml 280 ml 280 ml 280 ml 280 ml 280 ml 280 ml 280 ml

Color white / transparent white / transparent transparent white white beige transparent beige

Material / formula hybrid polymer water formula silicone formula water formula water formula water formula water formula caoutchouc 

Use
interior/
exterior

interior/
exterior interior interior/

exterior interior interior interior/
exterior

interior/
exterior

Type of glued surface
all

construction
material

all
construction

material

wood

mineral materials

wood-like
materials

glass

ceramics

wood

wood-like
materials

stone

ceramics 

styrofoam

concrete

plaster

polystyrene

wood

wood-like
materials

mineral wool

concrete

plaster

wood

wood-like
materials

concrete

plaster

wood

wood-like
materials

stone

concrete

plaster

Thermal resistance -40°C to +90°C -15°C to +60°C -15°C to +60°C -15°C to +60°C -15°C to +60°C -15°C to +60°C -15°C to +60°C -15°C to +60°C

Efficiency* 1-2 m2/L 1,5-3 m2/L 1-2 m2/L 1,5-3 m2/L 1,5 m2/L 1-2 m2/L 1,5-3 m2/L 1-2 m2/L

Prebinding time 30 min 30 min 2 h 30 min 15-60 min 45 min 30 min 6 h

Full binding time 48 h 24 h 48 h 24 h 24 h 24 h 24 h 24 h

Waterproof yes no yes no no yes no yes

Moisture resistance yes yes yes yes no yes yes yes

Contains solvents no no no no no no no yes

Suitable for sensitive materials yes yes yes yes yes yes yes no

Glues slightly damp substrate yes no no no no no no no

Possibility of coverage no yes no yes yes yes yes no

*depending on the type and absorbency of the substrate, assuming a layer thickness of 1 mm
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Grammage 290 ml 280 ml 280 ml 280 ml 280 ml 280 ml 280 ml 280 ml

Color white / transparent white / transparent transparent white white beige transparent beige

Material / formula hybrid polymer water formula silicone formula water formula water formula water formula water formula caoutchouc 

Use
interior/
exterior

interior/
exterior interior interior/

exterior interior interior interior/
exterior

interior/
exterior

Type of glued surface
all

construction
material

all
construction

material

wood

mineral materials

wood-like
materials

glass

ceramics

wood

wood-like
materials

stone

ceramics 

styrofoam

concrete

plaster

polystyrene

wood

wood-like
materials

mineral wool

concrete

plaster

wood

wood-like
materials

concrete

plaster

wood

wood-like
materials

stone

concrete

plaster

Thermal resistance -40°C to +90°C -15°C to +60°C -15°C to +60°C -15°C to +60°C -15°C to +60°C -15°C to +60°C -15°C to +60°C -15°C to +60°C

Efficiency* 1-2 m2/L 1,5-3 m2/L 1-2 m2/L 1,5-3 m2/L 1,5 m2/L 1-2 m2/L 1,5-3 m2/L 1-2 m2/L

Prebinding time 30 min 30 min 2 h 30 min 15-60 min 45 min 30 min 6 h

Full binding time 48 h 24 h 48 h 24 h 24 h 24 h 24 h 24 h

Waterproof yes no yes no no yes no yes

Moisture resistance yes yes yes yes no yes yes yes

Contains solvents no no no no no no no yes

Suitable for sensitive materials yes yes yes yes yes yes yes no

Glues slightly damp substrate yes no no no no no no no

Possibility of coverage no yes no yes yes yes yes no

*depending on the type and absorbency of the substrate, assuming a layer thickness of 1 mm

APPLICATION OF HOUSEHOLD ADHESIVES

PURPOSE
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Ceramics ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
Concrete elements / cement ■ ■ ■
Wooden elements ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
Styrofoam elements ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
Metal elements ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
Glaze ■ ■
Rubber / Microrubber ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
Natural stone / artificial ■ ■ ■
Cassettes / rosettes ■ ■
Wood-like mater ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
Paper / cardboard ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
PVC ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
Polyurethane foam ■ ■ ■ ■
Leather ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
Molding ■ ■
Natural fabric ■ ■ ■
Plastics (except PP / PE / PTFE) ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
Sealing and repair of exhaust systems / chimneys / furnaces ■
Floor / wall covering ■ ■
Leather-like products ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■



 P
RO

DUCT IN AEROSOL
PN-A-79532:1999

SOLVENTS Product contains approx. 92% ethyl alcohol. It can be 
mixed with water in any ratio. It has a characteristic smell. 
Compliant with PN standards.

Product intended for:
washing tools | surface degreasing | dilution of spirit paints 
and varnishes

many
uses

degreases
improves
liquidity

Product code: DDT 500 ml TW 5 TW
nr of pieces in a pack 20 1
nr of items on a layer 160 36
nr of items on a pallet 1120 108

PRODUCT FEATURES:

USE:

Product useful during finishing and renovation works, as 
well as in factories and industrial workshops. A must-have 
product in every garage.

Product intended for:
removing oil stains | degreasing the surface before painting 
| dilution of oils and waxes | cleaning parts, tools and other 
dirty items

many
uses

degreases
safe for
surfaces

Product code: DBE 500 ml 500 ml ME 400 ml AE 2,5 L 5 L 200 L
nr of pieces in a pack 20 20 6 4 1 1
nr of items on a layer 160 120 168 24 33 variables
nr of items on a pallet 960 960 840 216 165 2

USE:

PRODUCT FEATURES:

GE
NE

RA
L  

US
E  

SO
LV

EN
TS

Isopropanol in spray form is a preparation containing 
high purity isopropyl alcohol. The product evaporates 
quickly without leaving any traces. Chemically neutral to 
most materials commonly used in electronics, electrical 
engineering and optics.

Product used for:
cleaning of electronic and electric parts | cleaning optics: 
telescopes, binoculars, glasses, magnifying glasses, camera
lenses, night vision lenses | degreasing and removing 
contamination from optical fibers before fitting or welding 
joints | removing lubricants and waterproof fats

USE:

PRODUCT FEATURES:

fast
evaporation

efficient degreases

Product code: DI 500 ml 5 L
nr of pieces in a pack 6 1
nr of items on a layer 168 36
nr of items on a pallet 840 108

DENATURATE EXTRACTION GASOLINE
Solvent Solvent

ISOPROPANOL
Solvent

92% ETHANOL 100% EXTRACTION
GASOLINE85%  ISOPROPANOL
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All purpose solvent used in every workshop and garage. 
Useful for painting or renovations.

Product intended for:
diluting oil, phthalic, chlorinated rubber, chemically 
hardening, renovation products (paints, varnishes, glues, 
sealing compounds, etc.) | cleaning tools, brushes and dirty 
elements after painting

many
uses

improves
liquidity

Product code: DRU 500 ml 500 ml ME 2,5 L 5 L 20 L 200 L
nr of pieces in a pack 20 20 4 1 1 1
nr of items on a layer 160 120 24 33 11 variables
nr of items on a pallet 960 960 216 165 33 2

PRODUCT FEATURES:

USE:

Product intended for degreasing surfaces before painting 
and gluing. Useful for diluting nitrocellulose products, 
dissolving fats, waxes, etc. and for washing dirty brushes 
and other tools.

Product intended for:
degreasing surfaces before painting and gluing | dilution 
of nitrocellulose products | dissolving fats, waxes, etc. | 
washing dirty brushes and other tools

Colorless liquid with a characteristic acetone odor.

many 
uses

technical degreases

Product code: DAC 500 ml 500 ml ME 2,5 L 5 L 20 L 200 L
nr of pieces in a pack 20 20 4 1 1 1
nr of items on a layer 160 120 24 33 11 variables
nr of items on a pallet 960 960 216 165 33 2

USE:

PRODUCT FEATURES:

Product with a wide general use. Low sulfur thinner. It does 
not cause yellowing of the diluted product.

Product intended for:
dilution of paints, varnishes, phthalic, oil, bituminous 
products and varnishes | precleaning of dirty parts, tools 
and elements after painting and gluing

low sulfur
content

degreases
improves
liquidity

Product code: DBL 500 ml 500 ml ME 2,5 L 200 L
nr of pieces in a pack 20 20 4 1
nr of items on a layer 160 120 24 variables
nr of items on a pallet 960 960 216 2

USE:

PRODUCT FEATURES:

SP
EC

IA
LIS

T  
US

E  
SO

LV
EN

TS

doesn’t cause
yellowing

low sulfur
content

many
uses

improves
liquidity

Product is intended for diluting nitrocellulose products 
to working viscosities. It does not cause yellowing of the 
diluted product.

Product intended for:
dilution of nitrocellulose products (paints, varnishes, 
adhesives, sealants, etc.) to working viscosities | for cleaning 
tools, brushes and other dirty elements after painting

It can be used as a varnish remover.

Product code: DRN 500 ml 500 ml ME 2,5 L 5 L 20 L 200 L
nr of pieces in a pack 20 20 4 1 1 1
nr of items on a layer 160 120 24 33 11 variables
nr of items on a pallet 960 960 216 165 33 2

USE:

PRODUCT FEATURES:

ALL PURPOSE
Solvent

ACETONE
Solvent

PAINTER’S NAPHTHA
modified

NITRO SOLVENT
SolventSolvent

100%  ACETONE S 100% PAINTER’S 
NAPHTHA S
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doesn’t cause
yellowing

Product is intended for diluting chlorinated rubber products 
to working viscosities. It does not cause yellowing of the 
diluted product.

Product intended for:
diluting paints, varnishes, adhesives, sealing compounds, 
etc. to working viscosities | cleaning tools and elements 
contaminated with chlorinated rubber products

many
uses

low sulfur
content

improves
liquidity

Product code: DRC 500 ml 500 ml ME 2,5 L
nr of pieces in a pack 20 20 4
nr of items on a layer 160 120 24
nr of items on a pallet 960 960 216

USE:

PRODUCT FEATURES:

High-quality solvent containing additives to improve paint 
flow. Product with low sulfur content. It does not cause 
yellowing of the diluted product.

Product intended for:
diluting polyurethane paints, varnishes, adhesives, sealants 
etc. to working viscosities | cleaning tools and elements 
soiled with polyurethane products

improves
liquidity

low sulfur
contentcolorless

Product code: DRP 500 ml 500 ml ME 
nr of pieces in a pack 20 20
nr of items on a layer 120 120
nr of items on a pallet 960 960

doesn’t cause
yellowing

PRODUCT FEATURES:

USE:

doesn’t cause
yellowing

Product with low sulfur content. It contains additives that 
improve the flow of the varnish. It does not cause yellowing 
of the diluted product.

Product intended for:
diluting epoxy paints, varnishes, adhesives, sealants, 
etc. to working viscosities | cleaning tools and elements 
contaminated with epoxy products

low sulfur
content

many
uses

improves
liquidity

Product code: DRE 500 ml 500 ml ME 2,5 L 200 L
nr of pieces in a pack 20 20 4 1
nr of items on a layer 160 120 24 variables
nr of items on a pallet 960 960 216 2

PRODUCT FEATURES:

USE:

High-quality solvent containing additives that improve 
the flow of the paint. It has a low odor. It does not contain 
toluene.

Product intended for:
dilution of low-aromatic oil and phthalic products (paints, 
varnishes, sealants) to working viscosities | cleaning tools, 
parts and dirty elements after working with oilphthalic 
products

many
uses

not very
bothersome
smell

improves
liquidity

Product code: DRWS 500 ml 500 ml ME
nr of pieces in a pack 20 20
nr of items on a layer 160 12
nr of items on a pallet 960 960

PRODUCT FEATURES:

USE:

CHLORINATED RUBBER POLYURETHANE
Solvent Solvent

EPOXY
Solvent

WHITE SPIRIT
Solvent

S S S
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SEALANTS Quick-hardening silicone binder which after contact with 
atmospheric moisture creates an excellent, flexible and non-
shrink filling mass. It is characterized by very good adhesion.

One-component silicone binder which in contact with 
atmospheric moisture creates an excellent, flexible and 
shrink-free filling mass. It withstands large temperature 
differences, UV radiation, hot water, oils and fats.

Product intended for sealing:
bathtubs | wash basins | paddling pools | showers | of sinks 
| other sanitary and kitchen appliances | ceramic, porcelain 
and clinker tiles | sanitary ceramics | impregnated wood 
| enamel surfaces, glass, porcelain, anodized aluminum, 
stainless steel

Product intended for sealing: 
door frame | windows | ceramic | porcelain and clinker tiles 
| sanitary ceramics | impregnated wood | surfaces made of 
glass, porcelain, anodized aluminum, stainless steel, enamel 
surfaces and other joinery elements | filling joints and gaps

waterproof waterproof

excellent
grip

doesn’t
flexible shrinkflexible

excellent
grip

interior 
& exterior

interior 
& exterior

TRANSPARENT TRANSPARENT
WHITEWHITE

Resistant to moisture and short-term contact with water, UV 
radiation and temperature fluctuations. It is characterized 
by high adhesion to smooth and porous surfaces such as 
wood, plaster, plasterboards. After drying, you can paint.

Product intended for:
filling cracks and scratches on walls and ceilings | sealing 
window and door frames | filling gaps and cavities in 
concrete at the junction of walls | masonry and window sills

moisture
resistant

paintable
UV 
resistant

interior 
& exterior

WHITE

Product code: DSS 100 ml 280 ml
nr of pieces in a pack 15 8
nr of items on a layer 450 240
nr of items on a pallet 2250 1440

Product code: DSU 100 ml 280 ml
nr of pieces in a pack 15 8
nr of items on a layer 450 240
nr of items on a pallet 2250 1440

Product code: DAK 165 g 280 ml
nr of pieces in a pack 15 8
nr of items on a layer 450 240
nr of items on a pallet 2250 1440

USE:

PRODUCT FEATURES:

USE:

PRODUCT FEATURES:PRODUCT FEATURES:

USE:

Efficiency: with a 4x4 joint-17 running meters / 280 ml 
depending on the size of the joint. 

Efficiency: with a 4x4 joint-17 running meters / 280 ml 
depending on the size of the joint. Efficiency: with a 4x6 joint, approx. 11,5 mb / 280 ml.

SANITARY SILICONE UNIVERSAL SILICONE ACRYLIC SEALANT



INSULATION AND
BUILDING
SEALERS

A product with a colorless coating that will perfectly 
impregnate the cobblestones and emphasize the intensity 
of the color of the substrate. Increases resistance to abrasion 
and UV radiation. It protects against the influence of external 
factors, and the deposition of dust and dirt.

Product is intended for surface protection of:
paving stones and slabs | sandstone coverings and other 
porous stones | concrete elements against the negative 
influence of external factors

UV 
resistant

protects from
external 
factors

protects 
against
efflorescence

exterior

Product code: DAB 1 L 2,5 L
nr of pieces in a pack 12 4
nr of items on a layer 72 24
nr of items on a pallet 432 216

Creates a colorless coating that emphasizes the intensity of 
the color of the substrate. Increases resistance to abrasion 
and UV radiation. It protects against the influence of 
external factors (e.g. moisture, frost, etc.), deposition of 
dust and dirt.

Universal product for many types of substrates. Creates a 
colorless coating that emphasizes the intensity of the color 
of the painted surface. Increases resistance to abrasion and 
UV radiation. It protects against the influence of external 
factors, and the deposition of dust and dirt.

Product is intended for the protection of surfaces:
unglazed clinker | natural stone | unpolished stoneware

Product is intended for the protection of surfaces:
unglazed clinker | natural stone | cobblestones | paving slabs 
| ceramic tiles | bricks | concrete | cement-lime substrates | 
unpolished granite and marble | sandstone | ceramic and 
concrete roof tiles

protects from
external 
factors

protects from
external 
factors

breathable
coating

UV 
resistant

protects 
against
efflorescence

highlights 
the color 
of the ground

exteriorexterior

Product code: DAKK 1 L 2,5 L
nr of pieces in a pack 12 4
nr of items on a layer 72 24
nr of items on a pallet 432 216

Product code: DAU 1 L 2,5 L
nr of pieces in a pack 12 4
nr of items on a layer 72 24
nr of items on a pallet 432 216

USE:

PRODUCT FEATURES:

USE:

PRODUCT FEATURES:PRODUCT FEATURES:

USE:

Efficiency: 12-10 m2/L. Efficiency: 2-10 m2/L. Efficiency: 2-10 m2/L.

PAVING STONES SEALER
Aquastop

BRICK AND STONE UNIVERSAL SEALER
SEALER
Aquastop

Aquastop
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High-quality product intended for ef fective 
hydrophobization, protection and refinement of most 
mineral substrates, both indoors and outdoors. It has a high 
penetration depth and quick hardening. It creates a water-
repellent and water-vapour permeable, colorless protection.

Product is intended for waterproofing most mineral 
substrates:
especially tiles | clinker | unglazed tiles | stoneware | 
terracotta | ordinary brick | as well as various natural stones 
| sandstone | granite | marble | plaster

Perfect for the renovation of natural stone.

protects from
external 
factors

UV 
resistant

high 
penetration 
depth

hydrophobic 
coating

Product code: ZIMP 1 L 5 L
nr of pieces in a pack 6 1
nr of items on a layer 96 36
nr of items on a pallet 576 108

It works quickly and effectively, keeping the surface clean 
for a long time. It delays the growth of mosses and algae. 
It enhances the surface structure and restores its natural 
color. It does not corrode metal parts.

A powerful, reliable agent for removing cementlime 
stains, remains of cement and concrete mortar, as well 
as efflorescence and lime residues from various types of 
surfaces. It does not damage or discolor the cleaned surfaces.

Product intended for:
removing oil and grease stains and dirt of natural origin 
(bird droppings, leaf remnants) | cleaning roof tiles, paving
stones, paving tiles, building facades, natural stone surfaces 
and other ceramic and concrete substrates

Product intended for cleaning:
ceramic wall and floor tiles | stone tiles | floor tiles | 
stoneware tiles | clinker | facades made of natural and 
artificial stone | sandstone | granite

exterior

apply 
by brush
or spray

apply 
by brush
or spray

delays the growth 
of algae
and mosses

doesn’t 
discolor 
cleaned surfaces

safe for
surfaces

restores
natural color

interior 
& exterior

Product code: DSCKB 5 L
nr of pieces in a pack 3
nr of items on a layer 36
nr of items on a pallet 108

Product code: DSUCW 5 L
nr of pieces in a pack 3
nr of items on a layer 36
nr of items on a pallet 108

USE:

PRODUCT FEATURES:

USE:

PRODUCT FEATURES:PRODUCT FEATURES:

USE:

Efficiency: 5 m2/L. Efficiency: 5 m2/L.

STONE AND FACADE
CLEANER

PRESERVER FOR MINERAL
SUBSTRATES REMOVER

CEMENT & EFFLORESCENCE 

GYPSUM
TERACOTTA

CERAMIC STONEWARE,
UNGLAZED TILES

NATURAL STONE
E.G. SANDSTONE
GRANITE, MARBLE 

BRICK
CLINKER 

NEW

check how it works



PREPARATION
FOR PAINTING
AND GLUING

PR
IM
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Effectively reduces the absorbability of the substrate 
and unifies the parameters of the entire primed surface. 
After drying, it creates a transparent, flexible layer that is 
permeable to water vapour.

Effectively reduces the absorbability of the substrate, unifies 
the parameters of the entire primed surface, eliminates 
excessive water absorption, strengthening the substrate. 
Increases the adhesion of subsequent applied layers.

It reduces the water absorption of the substrate, eliminates 
excessive water absorption, strengthening the substrate. 
Increases the adhesion of subsequent, applied layers. 
Lowers the consumption of dispersion paints. After drying, 
it creates a transparent coating, permeable to water vapour.

Product is intended for priming porous and absorbent surfaces:
plasterboards | cement boards | floors | plasters

It is also used to ensure proper adhesion of
topcoat preparations to the protected surface.

Product is intended for priming porous and absorbent surfaces:
plasterboards | cement boards | floors | plasters | etc.

Also used under paints, adhesives, selfleveling compounds, 
putties, ceramic tiles, dispersion plasters, paper, vinyl and 
fiberglass wallpapers.

Product is intended for priming porous and absorbent surfaces:
plasterboards | cement boards | floors | plasters | e.t.c.

It is also used to ensure proper adhesion of topcoat 
preparations to the protected surface.

drying
time

drying
time

drying
time

strengthens
the substrate

strengthens
the substrate

strengthens
the substrate

improves
grip

improves
grip

improves
grip

interior 
& exterior

interior 
& exterior

interior 
& exterior

Product code: DGG 1 L 5 L
nr of pieces in a pack 6 1
nr of items on a layer 96 36
nr of items on a pallet 576 108

Product code: DGU 1 L 5 L
nr of pieces in a pack 6 1
nr of items on a layer 96 36
nr of items on a pallet 576 108

Product code: DGK 1 L 5 L
nr of pieces in a pack 6 1
nr of items on a layer 96 36
nr of items on a pallet 576 108

USE:

PRODUCT FEATURES:

USE:

PRODUCT FEATURES:PRODUCT FEATURES:

USE:

Efficiency: 10-20 m2/L. Efficiency: 10-20 m2/L. Efficiency: 10-20 m2/L after dilution. 

DEEPLY PENETRATING
PRIMER

UNIVERSAL PRIMER PRIMER
acrylic

acrylic

acrylic
CONCENTRATED 1:5

 2 h  2 h  2 h
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THE ONLY
PRIMER

 IN POLAND
WITH GERMAN

ECOLOGICAL LABEL

PRIMERING 

IS A SOLID SUBSTRATE

A ready-to-use primer increasing the adhesion of low-
absorbency substrates. It contains quartz grains that 
guarantee roughness increasing the contact surface with 
the outer layer. It is perfect for difficult and smooth surfaces 
such as prefabricated elements.

Universal acrylic primer containing polymers of increased 
water resistance, intended for priming walls or ceilings 
before painting with a topcoat in rooms with increased 
humidity, such as kitchens or bathrooms, as well as garages 
and basements. 

The first primer in Poland certified by the German Ecological 
Quality Mark: Blauer Engel. Effectively reduces the 
absorbability of the substrate and unifies the parameters 
of the entire primed surface. After drying, it creates  
a transparent, flexible layer that is permeable to water 
vapour.

Product intended for:
use as a base to strengthen the substrate before applying  
a plaster layer | use on concrete and traditional wall surfaces 
intended for plastering: bricks, cement blocks and walls 
made of gypsum boards, also with polystyrene insulation

Product intended for priming:
plasterboard | cement board | mineral floors | plasters (also 
dispersion plasters), etc. 

Used for paints, adhesives, self-leveling compounds, putties, 
ceramic tiles, dispersion plasters, paper, vinyl and fiberglass 
wallpapers.

Product is intended for priming porous and absorbent 
surfaces: plasterboards | cement boards | floors | plasters | 
e.t.c.

It is also used to ensure proper adhesion of topcoat 
preparations to the protected surface.

apply 
with a roller 
or brush

contains 
quartz 
grains

leaves 
a blue coating

improves
grip

drying
time

drying
time

breathable
coating

breathable
coating

breathable
coating

exterior interior
interior 
& exterior

Product code: DGSB 1 L 2,5 L
nr of pieces in a pack 12 1
nr of items on a layer 96 24
nr of items on a pallet 384 120

Product code: DGG/2 1 L 5 L
nr of pieces in a pack 6 1
nr of items on a layer 96 36
nr of items on a pallet 576 108

Product code: DGWP 1 L 5 L
nr of pieces in a pack 6 1
nr of items on a layer 96 36
nr of items on a pallet 576 108

USE:

PRODUCT FEATURES: PRODUCT FEATURES:PRODUCT FEATURES:

USE:USE:

Efficiency: 4 m2/L. Efficiency: 10-20 m2/L. Efficiency: 10-20 m2/L.

STACKING PRIMER GT80
CONCRETE CONTACT PRIMER GU32

WET ROOMS DEEP PENETRATING
PRIMER DG10

acrylic

 2 h  2 h
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High-quality acrylic putty. It gives white, smooth surfaces 
with increased resistance to cracking. Very easy to process 
after drying.

Fast-drying, light putty with excellent adhesion to porous 
substrates used in construction. Minimal shrinkage and no 
cracking. Thanks to its light and delicate consistency, it is 
very easy to apply.

Product intended for:
filling irregularities, scratches, cracks, gaps and gaps in the 
substrate | smoothing unevenness in concrete, cement-lime, 
gypsum-lime surfaces, etc.

Perfect for filling plasterboard joints and as a base for paints.

Product intended for:
filling and leveling internal cracks, gaps, scratches and 
voids in walls and ceilings | masking screws | grouting 
plasterboard joints, corner joints | filling joints around 
wooden and metal frames, etc.

For all standard construction substrates.

easy
to apply

fast 
drying

durable
light
texture

breathable
coating

excellent
grip

interior
interior 
& exterior

High-quality, slow-setting, acrylic putty – flexible. Easy 
to apply and sand. Ensures wall breathing. When used 
externally, it is necessary to protect the surface with a good 
quality facade paint. Perfect as a base for acrylic, silicone 
and phthalic paints.

Product intended for:
filling unevenness, scratches, voids, furrows, cracked 
plaster, cracks, gaps and gaps in the substrate | smoothing 
unevenness in concrete, cement-lime, gypsum-lime and 
other typical substrates used in construction

flexible

breathable
coating

easy
to apply

interior 
& exterior

High-quality, slow-setting, ready-to-use acrylic putty. Easy 
to apply and sand, it gives strong, durable surfaces. Ensures 
wall breathing. Recommended for smooth plastering.

Product intended for:
finishing and decorative works in construction | smoothing 
unevenness on concrete, cement-lime, gypsum-lime 
surfaces

Perfect as a primer for emulsion, acrylic and phthalic paints.

easy
to apply

durable
breathable
coating

interior

Product code: DMSNE 160 g 330 g 1,5 kg 5 kg
nr of pieces in a pack 15 6 4 1
nr of items on a layer 450 240 80 24
nr of items on a pallet 2250 1440 320 120

Product code: DGSF 160 g 330 g 1,5 kg 5 kg
nr of pieces in a pack 15 6 4 1
nr of items on a layer 450 240 80 24
nr of items on a pallet 2250 1440 400 120

Product code: DMSSZL 100 ml 200 ml 1 L
nr of pieces in a pack 15 6 4
nr of items on a layer 450 240 80
nr of items on a pallet 2250 1440 320

Product code: DMSUE 160 g 330 g 1,5 kg 5 kg 15 kg
nr of pieces in a pack 15 6 4 1 1
nr of items on a layer 450 240 80 24 11
nr of items on a pallet 2250 1440 320 120 44

USE: USE:

PRODUCT FEATURES: PRODUCT FEATURES:

USE:

PRODUCT FEATURES:PRODUCT FEATURES:

USE:

Efficiency: 0,5-0,7 m2/kg with a layer thickness of 1 mm. Efficiency: 0,3-0,7 m2/kg with a layer thickness of 1 mm.Efficiency: 0,5 m2/kg with a layer thickness of 1 mm. Efficiency: 0,5-0,7 m2/kg with a layer thickness of 1 mm.

FILLER FILLER
UNIVERSAL REPAIR FAST DRY UNIVERSAL ALL PURPOSE FILLERUNIVERSAL FINISH

FILLER
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Product is intended for: 
combating and protecting against mold fungi on walls and 
plasters that are exposed to high humidity

Product intended for:
combating and securing against substrate destructive 
and disfiguring organisms | combating algae, mosses and 
lichens that create slippery surfaces | securing against 
their re-fouling | cleaning monuments and tombstones 
Facilitates renovation of wooden surfaces before applying 
color impregnations.

fights mold fungi
protects against resurgence
cleans surfaces

fights algae, lichens and mosses
facilitates surface renovation
protects surfaces

biocidal
agent

biocidal
agent

protects
surface

protects
surface

interior 
& exterior

interior 
& exterior

Universal cleaner that is safe to use. Effectively and efficiently 
degreases and removes dirt. It does not damage the cleaned 
surfaces. It does not contain caustic soda. Cleans, degreases 
and prepares surfaces before painting.

Product code: DSG 500 ml 1 L 5 L
nr of pieces in a pack 10 6 1
nr of items on a layer 150 108 36
nr of items on a pallet 750 648 108

Product code: DGL 500 ml 5 L
nr of pieces in a pack 10 1
nr of items on a layer 150 36
nr of items on a pallet 750 108

Product intended for cleaning:
door | window frames | bathroom fittings | ceramic tiles | 
metal and plastic surfaces

fast
in action

safe 
for surfaces

Product code: DMT 500 ml 5 L
nr of pieces in a pack 15 1
nr of items on a layer 150 36
nr of items on a pallet 900 108

chlorine
free

ready 
to use

indispensable
during
renovation

USE:

PRODUCT FEATURES:

USE:

PRODUCT FEATURES:PRODUCT FEATURES:

USE:

Efficiency: 3-4 m2/L. Efficiency: 16 m2/L.

An excellent preparation for removing old paints and 
varnishes. It does not contain harmful methylene chloride 
and aromatics. Thanks to its consistency, it can also be used 
on vertical surfaces.

Product intended for:
removing paints and varnishes from metal, wood, plaster, 
glass and ceramics

Facilitates the removal of water-based adhesives from 
carpets and parquets.

efficient

apply with brush
remove
with spatula

Product code: DZFL 500 ml
nr of pieces in a pack 8
nr of items on a layer 120
nr of items on a pallet 720

for vertical
surfaces

methylene
chloride free

USE:

PRODUCT FEATURES:

MOULD REMOVER
REMOVER& CLEANER
ALGAE AND MOSS

does not contain chlorine

universal cleaning agent
SUGAR SOAP PAINT STRIPPER
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MICRO
CUBE

Excellent health and safety paste designed for 
intensive and gentle cleansing of soiled hands. 
Through high-quality and complex surfactants, 
the hand washing paste reliably and quickly 
cleans all medium and heavy soiling.

Product intended for:
washing very heavily soiled hands | removes 
grease, oil, soot and other dirt

degreases

efficient

soapy

Product code: DPBM 500 g
nr of pieces in a pack 8
nr of items on a layer 96
nr of items on a pallet 672

perfectly
cleans

USE:

PRODUCT FEATURES:

Product is intended for thorough hand cleansing. 
Designed for washing very heavily soiled hands. 
Thanks to sand particles, removes stubborn soiling 
such as paint, oil and brake dust. Perfect to use in 
places, where skin is in contact with substances 
which are difficult to clean.

Product intended for:
washing very heavily soiled hands | removes 
grease, oil, soot and other dirt

degreases

efficient

sandy

Product code: DPBP 500 g
nr of pieces in a pack 8
nr of items on a layer 92
nr of items on a pallet 672

perfectly
cleans

Top quality, heavy duty hand cleaning soap 
containing polymeric abrasive. Will readily 
remove the heaviest ingrained grease and 
grime, quickly and efficiently. The addition of 
moisturisers provides the hands with added 
skin protection. 

Product intended for:
cleaning and caring for hands

Recommended for use in industrial plants, 
workshops for various types of mechanical, 
hydraulic, maintenance, etc. works.

efficient

neutral pH

hand
moisturizing
ingredients

effective 
for heavy 
soiling

Product code: DPR 200 g 500 g 1 kg
nr of pieces in a pack 6 8 4
nr of items on a layer 240 96 80
nr of items on a pallet 1440 672 320

REMOVES
DIFFICULT 

AND
OILY STAINS

DAY 
IN THE

GARAGE?

IN THE EVENING
NO ONE NEEDS

TO KNOWUSE:

PRODUCT FEATURES: PRODUCT FEATURES:

USE:

HAND-WASH PASTE
soapy

HAND-WASH PASTE
sandy

HEAVY DUTY
HAND SOAP

pH
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PRODUCTS 
FOR WOOD

PERFECT PROTECTION FOR YEARS

p

r o t e c t i o
nlo

n

g l a s t in g

8up
to

years

The quick-drying Dragon Stain & Varnish is of high quality 
protective and decorative product to secured wood both 
indoors and outdoors. Thanks to the advanced 3 in 1 formula, 
it will be perfect itself as a product that impregnates the 
wood, gives it color and protects for years. Gives a satin 
coating that protects wood against the influence of weather 
conditions typical for the Polish climate (frost, humidity and 
UV). Thanks to the quick-drying formula, the first layer is dry 
to the touch after 20 minutes, and after 2 hours remains on 
the painted surface even during variable weather conditions 
(including rains).

Efficiency: up to 15 m2/L.

PRODUCT FEATURES:

GREY

PALISANDER

DARK OAK

SCANDINAVIAN PINE

WHITE

WENGE

MAHOGANY

WALNUT

LIGHT OAK

AVAILABLE COLOURS:

EMPHASISES 
THE NATURAL 
CHARACTER OF THE WOOD

DURABLE, 
NON-FLAKING 
COATING

SATIN
FINISH

DELICATE
FRAGRANCE

Product code: DLDS 200 ml 700 ml 2,5 L 5 L
nr of pieces in a pack 6 6 1 1
nr of items on a layer 300 72 35 20
nr of items on a pallet 1800 648 175 80

WOOD STAIN
& VARNISH
quick drying
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Product intended for:
window frames | interior doors | furniture | paneling | 
paneling | other decorative elements

USE:
Product intended for:
decorative staining of wooden and wood-derived interior 
decorative elements

USE:

WOOD STAIN WOOD STAIN

An environmentally friendly product that does not contain 
harmful organic solvents. Perfectly colors any type of wood. 
It is a product based on high-quality urethane resin and 
pigments resistant to UV radiation. It emphasizes the grain 
pattern and brings out the natural beauty of wood.

Efficiency: about 15 m2/L.

ROSEWOOD

ALDER

LIGHT OAK

BEECH

WHITE

MAHOGANY

CHESTNUT

DARK OAK

CAPPUCCIONO

GOLDEN OCHRE

LIGHT ROSEWOOD

DARK WALNUT

DARK OAK

PINE

WHITE

DARK ROSEWOOD

ANCIENT CHERRY

CHESTNUT

ALDER

BEECH

BROWN

EBONY

DARK WALNUT

WENGE

GREY

RIPE PEAR

BLUE

YELLOW

DARK CHERRY

GREEN

RED

EBONY

GREY BLACK

decorative rusticalLIGHT WALNUT

LIGHT OAK

RUSTIC OAK

TEAK

BROWN

BROWN WENGE

MAHOGANY

AVAILABLE COLOURS:                  AVAILABLE COLOURS:

PRODUCT FEATURES: PRODUCT FEATURES:

apply with
brush

touch
dry

touch
dry

emphasises 
the natural 
character of wood

organic 
solvents-free

interior interior

Product code: ZBD 200 ml
nr of pieces in a pack 10
nr of items on a layer 300
nr of items on a pallet 2400

Product code: DBR 200 ml
nr of pieces in a pack 10
nr of items on a layer 300
nr of items on a pallet 2400

emphasises 
the natural 
character of wood

Product penetrates into the wood structure, permanently 
coloring the surface, emphasizing and strengthening the 
grain pattern. It allows you to even out the color of the 
substrate and mask the differences between shades.

Efficiency: 8-14 m2/L.

SOLVENT FREE

 20 
 min.

 20 
 min.
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Natural product based on concentrated linseed oil, with the 
addition of substances accelerating drying, intended for 
impregnation of wood. It protects the wood against water 
and adverse weather conditions.

Product intended for:
impregnation of raw wood and wood-derivative materials: 
doors, windows, furniture, fences, gazebos, pergolas, 
greenhouses, summer houses, gates, balustrades, garden 
furniture, paneling, etc.) 
Also for priming mineral plasters and other porous 
substrates before painting topcoat with oil or phthalic paint.

PRODUCT FEATURES:
protects from
external 
factors

interior 
& exterior

apply 
with brush

emphasises 
the natural 
character of wood

USE:

Thanks to its high efficiency and very good application 
properties, it is ideal for painting large surfaces. The 
resulting coating is characterized by hardness and abrasion 
resistance.

Product intended for:
painting wooden elements, i.e. floors, paneling, balustrades, 
doors, decorative strips, plinths 

The obtained coating is characterized by very high durability, 
which is especially recommended for painting surfaces in 
intensively used areas.

PRODUCT FEATURES:

colorless
high abrasion
resistant

interior
easy
application

USE:

Product code: DLPD 200 ml 500 ml 750 ml 3 L
nr of pieces in a pack 3 12 6 1
nr of items on a layer 600 120 72 24
nr of items on a pallet 1800 600 648 120

Product code: DPL 750 ml 5 L
nr of pieces in a pack 8 1
nr of items on a layer 56 20
nr of items on a pallet 560 80

DELICATE GLOSS / MATT

Efficiency: 10 m2/L.. Efficiency: 10-12 m2/L.

LINSEED OIL VARNISH
for wood

WOOD VARNISH
acrylic-polyurethane

metal can Type of packaging metal can

colorless / yellow Dry joint color / product color colorless / white

characteristic "oily" Smell dispersive

linseed oil Raw material / polymer base acrylic dispersion

wood, wood-based materials,
mineral plasters, other types of

porous substrates
Type of substrate wood

doors, windows, furniture, fences,
gazebos, pergolas, greenhouses,

summer houses, gates, balustrades,
garden furniture, paneling

Application areas floors, paneling, doors,
decorative moldings

brush, roller, cloth Application method brush or roller for
polyurethane varnishes

absence Gloss level gloss / matt

+10°C to +30°C Temperature range in which work can be carried out +15°C to +30°C

10 m²/L Efficiency [depending on the type and
absorbency of the substrate, with one painting] 10-12 m²/L

0,93±0,02 Density in +20°C [g/cm3] 1,03± 0,01

approx. 30 min Drying time approx. 4-5 h

oil-phthalic thinner,
balsamic turpentine Dilution ready to use

do not contain Organic solvent content do not contain

yes Deep ground penetration no

not applicable Abrasion resistance yes

not applicable - the oil does not
form a protective coating but

penetrates into the wood
Scratch, impact and stain resistant resistant

no Waterproof yes

yes Moisture resistance yes

no Frost resistance yes

WOOD
VARNISH

LINSEED OIL
VARNISH
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Product intended for:
painting smooth wood, used outdoors and indoors: fences, 
gazebos, etc.

Efficiency: up to 10 m2/L.

USE:

PRODUCT FEATURES:

interior 
& exterior

emphasises 
the natural 
character of wood

penetrates into the 
structure of wood

prevents 
the biodegradation 
of wood

SHED & FENCE 
PRESERVER

High-quality protective and decorative preserver 
containing natural hydrophobic waxes that repel water, 
increase durability and strength of wood. It gives the wood  
a matte, colorful finish keeping the visible structure of the 
rings. Secures wood against discoloration and harmful 
influence atmospheric factors (moisture, radiation UV), 
biodegradation, cracking and drying of the wood. It does 
not require additional protection topcoats.

Product code: DIADP 1 L 5 L 10 L
nr of pieces in a pack 4 1 1
nr of items on a layer 80 18 11
nr of items on a pallet 320 72 44

EBONY

CHESTNUTOAK

NATURAL PINE

WHITE

GREY

ROSEWOODMAHOGANY

TEAK

OREGINIAN PINE

AVAILABLE IN 10 COLORS:

A ready-made product that is used for the renovation of 
all types of wood and wood-based materials, in places 
particularly exposed to mechanical damage. It provides high 
resistance to external factors, therefore it is recommended 
for use in places exposed to weather conditions and damage.

Product is intended for filling:
window frames | parquet floors | panels | paneling | external 
stairs | external doors | terrace boards | wooden cladding

Also used to level minor irregularities of wooden and wood-
based surfaces before painting.

Efficiency: 1,25m2/kg with a layer thickness.

USE:

PRODUCT FEATURES:

waterproof

drying
time

grindable
and paintable

interior 
& exterior

Kod produktu: DKDD 40 g 250 g 620 g
nr of pieces in a pack 10 6 12
nr of items on a layer 360 252 120
nr of items on a pallet 2520 1512 600

Kod produktu: DKDM 40 g 250 g 620 g
nr of pieces in a pack 10 6 12
nr of items on a layer 360 252 120
nr of items on a pallet 2520 1512 600

WOOD/METAL HARD PUTTY
polyvinyl

 15 
 min.
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AVAILABLE COLOURS: AVAILABLE COLOURS:

Product intended for:
filling cracks and cavities in wood | sealing holes and gaps in 
the parquet, paneling | repair of furniture, doors

USE:

PRODUCT FEATURES:

Putty for wood - ready to use, perfect for a customer who 
cares about comfort and a quick result. Designed to fill 
cracks and cavities in wood. The cannula ensures precise 
application even on vertical surfaces.

Efficiency: 1,4 m2/kg.

Product is intended for joining: 
filling cracks and cavities in wood | sealing holes and gaps in 
the parquet, paneling | repair of furniture, doors

PRODUCT FEATURES:

USE:

WOOD FILLER QUICK-DRYING 

Ready-to-use, plastic mass intended for the renovation of 
wood and wood-based materials. The paste consistency 
allows easy application and smoothing. After hardening, 
it has properties similar to the wood itself.

Efficiency: 1,4 m2/kg.

MAHOGANY

DARK OAK

ASH

SPRUCE

WHITE

EBONY

LIGHT OAK

WALNUT

LARCH

PINE

EXOTIC WOOD

DARK WOOD

LIGHT WOOD

WHITE

ROSEWOOD

drying
time

available in
many colors

for vertical
surfaces

can be drilled, 
screwed 
or planed

can be drilled, 
screwed 
or planed

paintable 
when dry

interior 
& exterior

properties 
similar
to the wood

Product code: DMSD 250 g
nr of pieces in a pack 12
nr of items on a layer 192
nr of items on a pallet 1344

Product code: DMSDS 150 g
nr of pieces in a pack 15
nr of items on a layer 450
nr of items on a pallet 2250

WOOD FILLER

 30 
 min.



PAINTING,
PROTECTION  
AND DECORATION

COPPER

GOLDEN

BLACK

SILVER

waterproof
UV 
resistant

The hardened coating is temperature resistant up to +600°C. 
It does not turn yellow or peel off under the influence of high 
temperatures. It is highly impact and weather resistant.

Product intended for:
painting of metal surfaces (except copper, brass and bronze) 
exposed to high temperatures | painting stoves, housings  
of fireplaces, heating elements, elements of the exhaust 
system of cars (silencers and exhaust pipes)

Efficiency: 15 m2/L with a single painting.

impact
resistant

interior 
& exterior

Product code: DSZ 200 ml 500 ml 750 ml 5 L
nr of pieces in a pack 12 12 8 1
nr of items on a layer 252 120 56 variables
nr of items on a pallet 1512 720 560 105

USE:

PRODUCT FEATURES:

A two-component epoxy composition with a universal 
spectrum of action. Creates a clear, colorless coating 
with excellent smoothness, high gloss and high abrasion 
resistance. Perfect adhesion to most surfaces.

Product intended for:
production of solvent-free coatings | laminates (also with 
the addition of glass fiber or sand) | decorative objects | art 
work | preparation of anti-corrosion putties and putties | 
strengthening and protecting concrete against dusting | use 
as a waterproofing agent | use as the final protective layer 

high
abrasion
resistance

high 
gloss

interior 
& exterior

can be
dyed

Product code: DZYE 750 g
nr of pieces in a pack 4
nr of items on a layer 60
nr of items on a pallet 540

USE:

PRODUCT FEATURES:

High-performance, quick-drying decorative varnish. The 
painted surface is resistant to weather conditions.

Product is intended for decorative painting on: 
glass | paper | skin | wood | metal | tombstones | holiday 
decorations

drying
time

moisture 
resistant

UV 
resistant

interior 
& exterior

Product code: DLD 80 ml 150 ml
nr of pieces in a pack 5 9
nr of items on a layer 380 216
nr of items on a pallet 2660 2160

PRODUCT FEATURES:

USE:

VARNISH
SILICONE HEAT-RESISTANT
heat-resistant - silicone

EPOXY RESIN
two-component

DECORATIVE VARNISH

 30 
 min.
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PAINTS, VARNISHES
AND CLEANERS
IN AEROSOL

Enamel intended for decorative, renovation and protective 
painting of steel and galvanized surfaces. A special formula 
provides a durable, anti-corrosive coating resistant to high 
temperatures. Perfect for construction and industry.

Product intended for:
protective, decorative and renovation coating of galvanized, 
spray-galvanized steel surfaces or primed with anticorrosion 
zinc paint

fast 
drying

excellent
grip

resistant 
to high
temperatures

anti-corrosion
coating

Product code: DEAC 400 ml
nr of pieces in a pack 6
nr of items on a layer 150
nr of items on a pallet 1350

Anticorrosive zinc enamel intended for the protection of 
steel and cast iron elements. The unique formula creates 
a durable, opaque coating with very good adhesion to the 
substrate.

Product intended for:
anticorrosive protection of steel and cast iron elements | 
corrections and repairs of damaged paint coatings

It can be used as a primer for DRAGON topcoat enamels.

fast 
drying

excellent
grip

resistant 
to external
factors

anti-corrosion
coating

Product code: DEAAC 400 ml
nr of pieces in a pack 6
nr of items on a layer 150
nr of items on a pallet 1350

fast 
drying

excellent
coverage

resistant 
to high 
temperatures

resistant 
to impacts
and scratches

Professional heat-resistant enamel for covering surfaces 
exposed to high temperatures. The modern formula 
guarantees very good coverage and high resistance to 
weather conditions.

Product is intended for painting:
furnaces | heaters | spit | boilers | pipes and all kinds of 
surfaces exposed to high temperatures

AVAILABLE COLORS: anthracite, red, white, black, 
aluminum

Product code: DEZS 400 ml
nr of pieces in a pack 6
nr of items on a layer 150
nr of items on a pallet 1350

USE:

PRODUCT FEATURES:

USE:

PRODUCT FEATURES:PRODUCT FEATURES:

USE:

Efficiency: 1,5 - 2 m2/400 ml. Efficiency: 1,5-2 m2/400 ml. Efficiency: 1,5-2 m2/400 ml.

ANTI-CORROSION
ENAMEL ZINC

ANTI-CORROSION
ENAMEL ALU-ZINC

HEAT RESISTANT ENAMEL
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fast 
drying

resistance 
to external
factors

excellent
coverage

interior 
& exterior

Acrylic paint intended for marking on trees, roads and 
various types of installations. The increased amount of 
pigment allows you to make all kinds of inscriptions. 
Irreplaceable in geodetic, earth, installation, archaeological 
and opencast works.

Product is intended for:
decorative inscriptions | ads | warning signs | ads on cars

AVAILABLE COLORS: orange, pink, green, yellow

Product code: DFZF 500 ml
nr of pieces in a pack 6
nr of items on a layer 150
nr of items on a pallet 1350

USE:

PRODUCT FEATURES:

Efficiency: 1,5 - 2 m2/500 ml.

fast 
drying

UV 
resistant

interior 
& exterior

consistency 
of colors

Universal, quick-drying spray paint. The unique 
composition of the raw material guarantees high 
durability, color repeatability and surface uniformity. 
Increases the surface resistance to external factors.

Product is intended for painting:
metal surfaces | plastics | wood | plaster | plaster | body 
sheets | furniture etc.
AVAILABLE COLORS: copper, gold and RAL colors: 6018, 6029, 
6002, 6005, 0000, 9003, 9003 gloss, 1001, 3002, 3003, 3004, 
8011, 4003, 4005, 5015, 5010, 5002, 1018, 7035, 7001 , 7016, 
9011, 9017 gloss, 9006, 1023, 2004, 3020
Efficiency: to 2 m2/400 ml.

Product code: DEU 400 ml
nr of pieces in a pack 6
nr of items on a layer 150
nr of items on a pallet 1350

Enamel protects painted surfaces against corrosion and 
mechanical damage, creating a smooth, hard, non-
yellowing coating resistant to temperatures from -20ºC to 
+ 100ºC.

Product intended for:
surface painting of radiators, hot water tanks, central 
heating pipes and other heating elements made of steel, 
cast iron, aluminum and copper alloys

Efficiency: to 1,2 m2/400 ml.

fast 
drying

excellent 
grip

thermal
resistant

does 
not turn 
yellow

Product code: DEALG 400 ml
nr of pieces in a pack 6
nr of items on a layer 150
nr of items on a pallet 1350

USE: USE:

PRODUCT FEATURES: PRODUCT FEATURES:

Varnish for marking hazardous items and for information 
and warning signs. The unique formula ensures perfect 
adhesion to painted surfaces and a durable and intense 
color.

Product intended for:
decorative and protective coating of surfaces made of steel, 
metal, iron, stone, ceramics, concrete, wood | painting for 
warning purposes (signs, inscriptions, markers of dangerous 
places, etc.)

AVAILABLE COLORS: orange, green, yellow

resistance 
to external
factors

fast 
drying

anti-corrosion
coating

excellent
coverage

Product code: DLF 400 ml
nr of pieces in a pack 6
nr of items on a layer 150
nr of items on a pallet 1350

PRODUCT FEATURES:

USE:

Efficiency: 1,5 - 2 m2/400 ml.

MARKING PAINT UNIVERSAL ENAMEL HEATERS ENAMEL
alkyd

FLUORESCENT
VARNISH

  

 

+100°C

-20°C
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fast 
drying

excellent 
coverage

interior 
& exterior

increases 
paint 
adhesion

Professional, quick-drying acrylic paint intended for paint 
corrections and maintenance of vehicles and machines. 
The product provides excellent adhesion of topcoat paints 
and enamels.

Product intended for:
anticorrosive protection of steel and cast iron elements | 
painting of new machines, industrial structures, fences, 
barriers, etc. and their renovation

AVAILABLE COLORS: white, black, red, grey
Efficiency: to 3 -5 m2/400 ml.

Product code: DFAP 500 ml
nr of pieces in a pack 6
nr of items on a layer 150
nr of items on a pallet 1200

PRODUCT FEATURES:

USE:

Quick-drying varnish with a metallic decorative effect, 
intended for decorative and protective varnish. Due to 
the high content of precious pigments, it gives painted 
surfaces a metallic effect with a beautiful gloss.

Product intended for:
decorative and protective coating of surfaces made of 
steel and metal | home repair work | in car workshops | for 
hobby work, etc.

AVAILABLE COLORS: black, red, blue, silver, green

Efficiency: up to 2 m2/400 ml.

UV 
resistant

interior
fast 
drying

excellent 
coverage

Product code: DLM 400 ml
nr of pieces in a pack 6
nr of items on a layer 150
nr of items on a pallet 1350

High-quality varnish for decorative painting of white 
surfaces. The modern formula guarantees a well-covering, 
hard coating with a high degree of whiteness, resistant to 
scratching, cracking and abrasion.

Product intended for:
decorative and protective varnishing of enamelled and 
ceramic surfaces | painting and renovation of household 
appliances, i.e. bathtubs, washbasins, sinks, refrigerators, 
etc.

AVAILABLE COLORS: white
Efficiency: up to 2 m2/400 ml.

crack
resistant

high 
gloss

waterproof

Product code: DLE 400 ml
nr of pieces in a pack 6
nr of items on a layer 150
nr of items on a pallet 1350

excellent 
coverage

USE:

PRODUCT FEATURES: PRODUCT FEATURES:

USE:

excellent 
grip

A quick-drying varnish designed for craft and decorative 
works. Due to the high content of precious pigments,  
it gives the painted surfaces a chrome effect with  
a beautiful gloss. The special formula provides excellent 
coverage, high efficiency and excellent adhesion.

Product intended for:
decorative coating of various surfaces, e.g. metal, wood, 
glass, some plastics, stone, ceramics, concrete, e.g. 
sculptures, frames

AVAILABLE COLORS: copper, silver, gold

Efficiency: to 2 m2/400 ml.

fast 
drying

excellent 
coverage

waterproof

Product code: DLC 400 ml
nr of pieces in a pack 6
nr of items on a layer 150
nr of items on a pallet 1350

USE:

PRODUCT FEATURES:

ANTICORROSION PAINT
underlay

METALLIC VARNISH EPOXY VARNISHCHROME VARNISH
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Professional, quick-drying acrylic varnish 
intended for paint corrections and maintenance 
of vehicles and machines. The modern formula 
creates a durable coating with high resistance 
to external factors, impacts and scratches.

Product intended for:
making paint corrections | vehicle maintenance 
| machine maintenance

AVAILABLE COLORS: aluminum, white gloss, 
black matt, black gloss, colorless

Efficiency: up to 2 m2/500 ml.

drying
time

waterproof
excellent
coverage

UV 
resistant

Product code: DLAA 500 ml
nr of pieces in a pack 6
nr of items on a layer 150
nr of items on a pallet 1200

USE:

PRODUCT FEATURES:

Professional, quick-drying acrylic lacquer 
designed for rims, hubcaps and other items 
of this type. High-quality acrylic lacquer 
with a metallic effect for the lacquering and 
maintenance of steel components.

Product intended for:
varnishing of rims | maintenance of rims, 
hubcaps, frames, strips and other similar steel 
elements

AVAILABLE COLORS: silver, black

Efficiency: up to 2 m2/500 ml.

waterproof

anti-corrosive 
coating

excellent
grip

UV 
resistant

Product code: DLAAF 500 ml
nr of pieces in a pack 6
nr of items on a layer 150
nr of items on a pallet 1200

High-quality acrylic lacquer designed for 
professional use in car painting, bodywork 
protection and painting plastic bumpers.

Product intended for
performing paint corrections and maintenance 
of bumpers and spoilers in vehicles

AVAILABLE COLORS: black

Efficiency: up to 2 m2/500 ml.

fast 
drying

waterproof
excellent
coverage

UV 
resistant

Product code: DLAAZ 500 ml
nr of pieces in a pack 6
nr of items on a layer 150
nr of items on a pallet 1200

Anticorrosive undercoat intended for 
professional use in car painting. The unique 
formula provides a hard and flexible coating, 
resistant to impacts, scratches and weather 
conditions.

Product intended for
carrying out paint corrections and 
maintenance of vehicles and machines

AVAILABLE COLORS: white, red, grey

Efficiency: up to 2 m2/500 ml.

UV 
resistant

smoothes 
out 
irregularities

reduces 
discoloration

excellent
coverage

Product code: DLAAP 500 ml
nr of pieces in a pack 6
nr of items on a layer 150
nr of items on a pallet 1200

USE:

PRODUCT FEATURES:

USE:

PRODUCT FEATURES:PRODUCT FEATURES:

USE:

Insulating, high-build bitumen based asphalt. 
Designed for maintenance of the chassis, 
wheel arches and other similar places. A special 
formula creates an anti-corrosive, flexible, 
waterproof coating with high resistance to 
environmental influences.

Product intended for:
protection of vehicle chassis against corrosion 
and impacts from small stones and gravel | 
protection of wooden, metal and concrete 
elements operated in difficult conditions

AVAILABLE COLORS: black
Efficiency: up to 2 m2/500 ml.

impact
resistant

waterproof
excellent
coverage

UV 
resistant

Product code: DSKPAB 500 ml
nr of pieces in a pack 6
nr of items on a layer 150
nr of items on a pallet 1200

USE:

PRODUCT FEATURES:

ACRYLIC CAR
VARNISH
Underlay

ACRYLIC CAR
VARNISH WHEEL

ACRYLIC CAR-BUMPER
VARNISH

ANTI-CORROSION
CAP-PRIMER VARNISH

UNDERBODY COATING
AUTO-BITUM

 15 
 min. 
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HOUSEHOLD CHEMISTRY
TECHNICAL
AND AUTOMOTIVE
CHEMISTRY
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Extends the life of household appliances, prevents 
increased consumption of electricity. It does not corrode 
the metal.

Product intended for:
removing limescale from household appliances and 
surfaces on which limescale builds up

perfect
descaling

protects 
household
appliances

works
instantly

perfectly 
removes 
sediment

Product characterized by a high degree of coverage, high 
abrasion resistance and very good adhesion to cement and 
lime joints. It is waterproof and can be colored to change 
the color of the joint.

Product intended for:
refreshing lime joints, wall and floor coverings made of 
ceramic tiles (glazed tiles, terracotta, clinker, stoneware, 
porcelain mosaics, etc.) | renewing and unifying the colors 
of old, faded, dirty joints | color changes to new or old 
joints

Efficiency: 12 - 16 m2/120 ml.

waterproof

excellent 
coverage

drying
time

Product code: DOK 30 g
nr of pieces in a pack 15
nr of items on a layer 1020
nr of items on a pallet 8160

Product code: DRF 120 ml
nr of pieces in a pack 10
nr of items on a layer variables
nr of items on a pallet 2400

can be
dyed

Easy-to-use agent containing 100% sodium hydroxide 
in the form of flakes or granules. An excellent agent for 
the chemical unblocking of pipes and siphons in sewage 
systems.

Product intended for:
unblocking sewer pipes | removing blockages in clogged 
sinks, drain holes, siphons | automatically removes solid 
and organic impurities from pipes and siphons (grease, 
hair, paper, cotton wool, kitchen waste)

In the form of an aqueous solution (10-30%), it is  
a component of various cleaning fluids.

instant
effect

cuts through 
standing 
water

Product code: DSK 250 g 500 g 1 kg
nr of pieces in a pack 20 16 6
nr of items on a layer 300 variables 96
nr of items on a pallet 2400 1152 480

eliminates 
odour

very
effective

USE:

PRODUCT FEATURES:

USE:

PRODUCT FEATURES: PRODUCT FEATURES:

USE:

DESCALER GROAT REVIVER

WHITE

CAUSTIC SODA

 30 
 min. 
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DESTROY
THE WORST

CLOGS

15 MIN

CUTS THROUGH
STANDING WATER

BREAKS DOWN
GREASE & FAT

Easy-to-use granular agent containing solid sodium 
hydroxide. Dissolves paper, hair, grease, kitchen waste, 
etc. Reaches sewage blockages even through standing 
water. Removes unpleasant odors.

Product is intended to remove blockages:
in clogged sinks | in drain holes | in siphons etc.

instant
effect

clears 
blockages

eliminates 
odour

breaks down 
grease & fat

Product code: DUD 450 g
nr of pieces in a pack 16
nr of items on a layer variables
nr of items on a pallet 1152

USE:

PRODUCT FEATURES:

Efficient preparation for cleaning brushes and tools after 
working with solvent-based products and painting.

Product intended for:
washing brushes, tools after painting, puttying and other 
jobs with solvent-based products

efficient

colourless

Product code: DPCP 500 ml
nr of pieces in a pack 20
nr of items on a layer variables
nr of items on a pallet 960

An excellent addition to construction mortars. Protects 
against moisture and fire. It can also be used as a washing 
accessory.

Product intended for:
fire-retardant impregnation of wood and fabrics | 
insulation against moisture and water penetration of 
concrete structures (wells, septic tanks, retaining walls, 
etc.) | as an additive increasing the setting speed of the 
concrete mix | as a setting accelerator for metallurgical 
cement 250

moisture
protection

fire 
protection

Product code: DSWS 500 mlTW 5 L 20 L
nr of pieces in a pack 15 1 1
nr of items on a layer 150 36 12
nr of items on a pallet 900 108 24

perfectly
cleans

works
instantly

USE:

PRODUCT FEATURES: PRODUCT FEATURES:

USE:

colourless

DRAIN CLEANER BRUSH CLEANERSODIUM WATER
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Extends the service life of devices, materials and protects 
them against corrosion. It serves as a means of reducing 
friction between the mating surfaces of machines and 
devices.

ŁT43 lithium grease based on mineral oil, lithium 
compounds and enriching additives. Serves to reduce 
friction between the mating surfaces of machines and 
devices. 

Product characterized by excellent lubricity. Extends the 
service life of devices, materials and protects them against 
corrosion.

Acid-free technical petroleum jelly is a high-purity, viscous 
anti-corrosive lubricant designed to protect the surface. 
Designed for lubrication of precision mechanisms such 
as locks, padlocks, hinges, tools and various types of 
machines.

Product intended for lubrication:
friction knots | open gears | worm gears | threads | screws 
| chains | e.t.c.

Product intended for:
rolling and friction bearings of machines | of the hinge | 
locks | threads | chains

Product intended for lubrication:
rolling and friction bearings of machines | of hinges | locks 
| threads | chains

Product intended for:
protection of metal elements against corrosion | oiling 
of leather, plastic and rubber products | fusing luggage 
and door anti-freeze seals to each other | lubrication of 
contacts and electrical connections, battery terminals, 
screw connections, guides, etc. as protection against 
weather conditions

efficient efficient efficient efficientwaterproof
excellent 
grip

resistant 
to salt water

extends 
the life 
of the device

extends 
the life 
of the device

extends 
the life 
of the device acid-free

anti-corrosion
protection

thermal
resistant

Product code: DSL 50 ml
nr of pieces in a pack 25
nr of items on a layer 1000
nr of items on a pallet 5000

Product code: DSG 50 ml
nr of pieces in a pack 25
nr of items on a layer 1000
nr of items on a pallet 5000

Product code: DSMT 50 ml
nr of pieces in a pack 25
nr of items on a layer 1000
nr of items on a pallet 5000

Product code: DWT DWT
nr of pieces in a pack 25
nr of items on a layer 1000
nr of items on a pallet 5000

anti-corrosion
protection

anti-corrosion
protection

USE:

PRODUCT FEATURES:

USE:

PRODUCT FEATURES:PRODUCT FEATURES:PRODUCT FEATURES:

USE:USE:

LITHIUM GREASE ŁT 43 MACHINE GREASE TECHNICAL ACID-FREE
VASELINE

GRAPHITE GREASE

 

+60°C

-20°C
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SEASONAL 
ARTICLES

Ready-to-use summer windshield washer fluid with  
a lemon scent. Quickly and effectively removes dirt 
without leaving streaks. It restores perfect visibility.

Ready-to-use winter windshield washer fluid with  
a pleasant sea scent. Quickly removes typical winter dirt, 
restoring perfect visibility without streaks. It prevents 
window-icing on frosty days.

Product intended for:
washing car windows and headlights, including plastic 
and xenon headlights

Product intended for:
washing car windows and headlights, including plastic 
and xenon headlights

pleasant 
smell

pleasant 
smell

effective

freezing 
point 
below -200C

The coarse-crystalline product ensures a longer working 
time due to slower dissolution. The use of an anti-caking 
agent ensures that DRAGON's "road salt" is always loose. 
Effectively dissolves snow and ice.

Product intended for:
defrosting and anti-icing roads, sidewalks, parking lots 
and other communication routes

defrosts 
communication 
routes

combats surface
slipperiness

dissolves
snow and ice

Product code: DPSL 4 L
nr of pieces in a pack 1
nr of items on a layer 48
nr of items on a pallet 144

Product code: DPSZ 4 L
nr of pieces in a pack 1
nr of items on a layer 48
nr of items on a pallet 144

Product code: DSDR 5 kg 25 kg
nr of pieces in a pack 1 1
nr of items on a layer 15 variables
nr of items on a pallet 150 40

leaves 
no streaks

perfectly 
cleans

perfectly 
cleans

leaves 
no streaks

always free 
flowing

USE:

PRODUCT FEATURES:

USE:

PRODUCT FEATURES:PRODUCT FEATURES:

USE:

WINTER WINDSHIELD
WASHER

SUMMER WINDSHIELD
WASHER

ROAD SALT

 -20°C
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It works effectively even at very low temperatures 
without leaving the scratches on glass surfaces caused by 
traditional scrapers. It is harmless to wiper blades, rubber 
seals and paint. Easy to use thanks to the spray bottle.

Product is intended for removing ice, frost and snow:
from the outer surfaces of car windows | headlights | 
mirrors | rubber | seals | locks

pleasant 
smell

effective

dissolves 
snow and ice

easy 
application

Product code: DOS 500 ml
nr of pieces in a pack 15
nr of items on a layer 150
nr of items on a pallet 900

WITH US, YOU WILL COME FAR
at any time of the year

USE:

PRODUCT FEATURES:

DEFROSTER



PROFESSIONAL 
AUTOMOTIVE 
CHEMISTRY

A professional product to be used in a sheet metal shop 
and paint shop. Used to dilute nitrocellulose products such 
as paints, enamels, varnishes.

Product intended for:
dilution of nitrocellulose products to working viscosities 
| cleaning tools, brushes and other dirty elements after 
painting

It can be used as a varnish remover.

many 
uses

degreases

improves 
flow

Product code: VRNDC 500 ml 5 L
nr of pieces in a pack 20 1
nr of items on a layer 160 36
nr of items on a pallet 960 108

PRODUCT FEATURES:

USE:

A solvent-based product for joints and lap joints that 
hardens by evaporation. After hardening, it does not 
crack and is an ideal water and moisture barrier. Creates  
a durable layer resistant to water, gasoline and oils. 

Product intended for:
sealing of flanged metals or welds in the front and rear 
parts of the car body, the boot compartment, the floor and 
the inner part of the floor plate

Can be applied with a brush or spatula.

waterproof

apply 
with brush 
or spatula

Product code: VMPU 1 L
nr of pieces in a pack 12
nr of items on a layer 108
nr of items on a pallet 648

USE:

PRODUCT FEATURES:

The agent is based on high-quality synthetic resins 
and does not contain bitumen and asphalts. It has 
soundproofing properties. After drying, the layer is flexible 
and resistant to mechanical damage. It can be covered 
with any topcoat.

Product intended for:
car body protection | securing sills, wheel arches, spoilers 
and other elements against stone impact, water, salt and 
oils

flexible soundproofing

durable

Product code: VSOKB 1 kg
nr of pieces in a pack 12
nr of items on a layer 96
nr of items on a pallet 576

USE:

PRODUCT FEATURES:

RC-01 NITRO
SOLVENT

SEAL SEALING MASS CAR BODY CARE AGENT
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A solvent composition used for cleaning and degreasing 
surfaces.

Product intended for:
dissolving resins | removing contaminants such as: 
silicones, oils, fats, greases, tar, asphalt from all surfaces

It can be used as a remover before applying a primer, 
varnish or after sanding.

many 
uses

degreases

improves 
grip

Product code: VZSO 1 L
nr of pieces in a pack 12
nr of items on a layer 72
nr of items on a pallet 432

USE:

PRODUCT FEATURES:

A two-component product with glass fiber, characterized 
by high hardness and low flexibility. Easy to apply and 
process. It has good adhesion to various surfaces and very 
high mechanical strength.

A two-component, micro-fine polyester putty. It is easy to 
process and has very good adhesion to galvanized steel. 
After sanding, it gives a perfectly smooth surface.

Product intended for:
filling cavities | strengthening of areas affected by 
corrosion after prior cleaning | as a base for subsequent 
layers of another surface leveling putty

Not for direct use on galvanized steel.

Product intended for:
repair of small areas | final leveling of small defects and 
scratches caused by the application of filling putty | 
leveling minor scratches on painted surfaces, without the 
need to use filling 

high 
durable flexible

very good
grip

very good
grip

Product code: VSZFW 250 g 500 g
nr of pieces in a pack 8 8
nr of items on a layer 112 120
nr of items on a pallet 2016 960

Product code: VSZF 250 g 500 g
nr of pieces in a pack 8 8
nr of items on a layer 112 120
nr of items on a pallet 2016 960

USE:

PRODUCT FEATURES:PRODUCT FEATURES:

USE:

The product is characterized by a fine-grained consistency 
and low elasticity. It creates a relatively hard coating with 
good adhesion to both primed and non-primed surfaces.  
It is easy to apply and sand.

Product intended for filling unevenness and small defects 
in:
steel | polyester laminates | aluminum | two-component 
acrylic undercoats | epoxy primers

fine-grained

good
grip

Product code: VSZU 250 g 500 g 1,9 kg
nr of pieces in a pack 8 8 6
nr of items on a layer 112 120 54
nr of items on a pallet 2016 960 432

USE:

PRODUCT FEATURES:

SILICONE CLEANER
degreaser

FIBERGLASS PUTTY FINISH PUTTY UNIVERSAL PUTTY
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The kit consists of a fiberglass mat, polyester resin and 
a hardener. It has excellent adhesion to the substrate. 
The hardened surface is resistant to water, gasoline, oils, 
greases and short-term elevated temperatures up to  
+ 800C.

Unsaturated polyester resin with the addition of 
catalysts, intended for manual lamination. The product 
is characterized by high adhesion to the substrate and 
flexibility, as well as high resistance to water, gasoline, 
greases and oils.

Product intended for:
filling cavities | strengthening and stiffening surfaces 
made of metal and plastic | repair of rusty places

Product intended for:
repair of large rusty parts of a car body | repair of caravans, 
boats, yachts etc. | use in construction

waterproof waterproof
excellent
grip

excellent
grip

thermal
resistant

thermal
resistant

Product code: VZR 250 g
nr of pieces in a pack 15
nr of items on a layer 105
nr of items on a pallet 945

Product code: VZNP 1 kg
nr of pieces in a pack 6
nr of items on a layer 72
nr of items on a pallet 648

USE:

PRODUCT FEATURES:PRODUCT FEATURES:

USE:

The glass mat is made of chopped strands of glass fiber 
arranged randomly, glued together with an emulsion 
binder. It is characterized by good quality and softness, 
which allows for the formation of any shapes and forms.

Product intended for repairs of:
fenders and car doors | perforations and cracks in boats, 
tanks

Available in two weights: 300 g/m2  and 150 g/m2

resistant 
to external
factors durable

resistant 
to high 
temperatures

Product code: VMASZ 150 g/m² 5 m
nr of pieces in a pack 20
nr of items on a layer 240
nr of items on a pallet 2160

Product code: VMASZ 300 g/m² 5 m
nr of pieces in a pack 15
nr of items on a layer 180
nr of items on a pallet 1620

PRODUCT FEATURES:

USE:

REPAIR KIT POLYESTER REPAIR
RESIN

GLASS MAT

FILLS SIGNIFICANT LOSSES OF MATERIAL

RESIN
+ 
HARDENER 
+ 
GLASS MAT

Car bodies
Caravans
Boats & yachts

IDEAL FOR:




TRY OUT 
COMFORTABLE SET

 

+80°C

 

+90°C
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The Dragon Pro line includes professional products for bodywork and car painting.  
Dedicated to the renovation of motor vehicle bodies, including boats and yachts.

PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS
BASED ON SYNTHETIC RESIN
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EXPOSITION

TEMPLATES
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Dragon Poland Sp. z o.o.
ul. rtm. Witolda Pileckiego 5, 32-050 Skawina , Poland
tel: +48 12 625 75 00, export@dragon.com.pl
www. dragon.com.pl

EUROASIA MAP

POLAND

Export Department
tel: +48 12 625 75 78
export@dragon.com.pl

Private Label Department
tel: +48 12 625 75 00
privatelabels@dragon.com.pl

CO
NT

AC
T:

When placing an order, please provide the product code, weight 
and color (if any): 
For example: Rustic white stain

Available Weights:

DBR 200 BI 

2 g - 002
15 ml - 015
2x13 ml - 013
20 ml - 020
30 ml/30 g - 030
40 ml - 040
50 ml/50 g - 050
120 ml - 120

Selected products from the SOLVENTS group of 500 ml weight are available: in a glass bottle, a plastic bottle (TW) and a metal can (ME).

For example: a glass bottle - DNS500  |  plastic bottle - DNS500 / TW  |  metal can - DNS500 / ME

175 ml - 175
200 ml - 200
250 ml/250 g - 250
300 ml - 300
400 ml/400 g - 400
500 ml/500 g - 500
620 g - 620 
625 g/750 ml - 625

750 ml - 750
800 ml/800 g - 800
1 L /1 kg - 01
1,5 L/1,5 kg - 01_
3 L/3 kg - 03
5 L/5 kg - 05
6 L/6 kg - 06
9,5 L/9,5 kg - 09_

10 L/10 kg - 10
12 L/12 kg - 12
15 L/15 kg - 15
19 L/19 kg - 19
20 L/20 kg - 20
25 L/25 kg - 25
50 L/50 kg - 50
57 L/50 kg  - 57
200 L/200 kg - 200

ORDERING PRODUCTS:

PRODUCT CODE COLORGRAMMAGE



PRODUCT

# DIY

OWN LABORATORIES WIDE RANGE
OF ASSORTMENTS

POLISH PRODUCTS

CATALOGUE

EDITION 2022


